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Pride Week events marked by acceptance, marred by vandalism
Lectures, film
highlight LGBTQ
struggle, diversity

Reward out for
info on flag theft,
flagpole damages

By Rachel Curit

By Rob Stigile

For The Maine Campus

News Editor

Pride Week, sponsored by
the GLBT and Allies Council
and Wilde Stein Alliance for
Sexual Diversity, was celebrated at the University of Maine
from April 11-16.
At noon on Tuesday, Carey Nason, coordinator of
UMaine's Safe Campus Project, gave a workshop she called
"Find Your Voice: How to Help
Your Friend Who Has a Crazy
Ex." Nason made it clear at the
beginning that this sort of thing
can happen to anyone, gay or
straight.
The workshop began with
a scenario: "Jordan" and
"Casey" just broke up and Jordan has started to stalk Casey.
Jordan now leaves messages
on Casey's Facebook wall and
Amy; Brooks • Photo Editor
texts Casey nonstop.
Members and supporters of the UMaine LGBTQ community marched around the mall before their second flag raising of Pride Week. There
"What should you do?" Nawere many signs in the crowd including this one that reads: "They can take our flag but they can't take our pride."
son asked.
"Maybe if it's all right with "what if" questions.
up on someone are the warning "That's where friends come in. Protection from Harassment orCasey, talk to Jordan and say,
"What if Casey likes the at- signs of stalking," Nason said. Sometimes people get so accus- ders. A PFA is available to vic'You're making Casey uncom- tention? What if you're friends "I think physical abuse and tomed to abuse that they don't tims of sexual assault, victims
fortable,— an audience member with both of them? What would stalking are beyond the warn- see it."
of stalking and dating partners
suggested.
Carey mentioned her own regardless of sexual orientaing signs."
you do?" asked Nason.
Then Nason asked what one
The conversation continued experience with an abused tion.
She listed the warning signs
should do if Jordan continued of an unhealthy or abusive re- as Nason described relation- friend.
A PFA orders an abuser to
to text.
"If I didn't speak up, I was stop threatening, abusing or
lationship, including jealousy, ship pitfalls that are sometimes
"I have a friend who had to not accepting 'no' for an an- overlooked.
allowing it to happen," she harming, or contacting the vicget a restraining order," another swer, pressuring or manipulattim, as well as ordering him or
"It can be hard for some- said
audience member said, adding ing, and constantly texting or one to assess what's normal
If legal action is necessary her to stay away from the home
that could be an option.
... when they haven't had a in an abusive situation, there
calling someone.
Nason continued asking
"Monitoring and checking relationship before," she said. are Protection from Abuse and
See Pride on A4

Repeated acts of vandalism
to a flag pole erected on the
mall in recognition of Pride
Week have led to a cash reward
for information about the incidents.
A statement released on Friday by university spokesman
Joe Carr said that Dean of Students Robert Dana is offering
a $500 reward for information
"leading to the identification
and punishment of vandals who
have twice this week damaged"
the Pride Week flag pole.
"This is unacceptable behavior and I encourage anybody with information to step
forward and help us find those
responsible," Dana said in the
release. "Vandalism is a threat
to student safety and well-being and we will not tolerate it
in our community."
The installment was first
damaged Monday night, with
the flagpole being bent at the
base to a near right angle and
the banner stolen. A new pole
and flag were raised Wednesday in a ceremony attended by
more than 100 people.
Meghan Genovese, president of the Wilde Stein Alliance for Sexual Diversity, said
in an email Friday she was in-

See Flag on A4

Second-year runs for
Biddeford's top office
Gavin launches mayoral campaign
By Jamison Cocklin
Staff Reporter

Paul Perkins• Staff Photographer
The newly stocked pantry closet is nearly full at the Manna soup kitchen in Bangor after a recent donation allowed the kitchen to get
more food than it has received in over four months.

Bangor aid programs feeling crunch
With economy rebounding, change for the average worker not so common
By Christopher Crosby
StaffReporter
According to Maine social
welfare officials, tough economic
times may just be beginning for
many in the Bangor area who rely
on food and housing aid.
Recent signs this week from
the federal government indicate
that the U.S. economy has improved production in virtually
every sector. Unemployment still
remains high — 9.2 percent be-

fore seasonal adjustment. Maine's
figures are slightly better, with the
state's unemployment rate calculated at 8.5 percent. However,
United States Department of Labor figures show this figure is up
from 6.8 percent in October.
Despite the long-term benefits of the economic turnaround,
changes will not reach the average worker for some time, according to Executive Director of
Manna Ministries Bill Rae.
Manna provides resources for

the poor, unemployed and homeless. In addition to the soup kitchen at the organization's Bangor
center,Manna also operates afood
pantry for recipients to pickup a
grocery bag's worth of food once
a week. Manna is not funded by
the state of Maine; it receives all
of its donations from private individuals and corporate fundraisers.
Since February, Manna has extended services to an additional
100 families and individuals,
bringing the total recipients to

more than 300 in the Bangor area.
With each grocery bag weighing
around 30 pounds, Manna hands
out roughly 9,000 pounds offood
each week.
The only requirement for receiving aid is need — in Rae's
words, "If you're hungry, we're
going to help you."
Despite an increase in donations from previous years, Rae
said that, with the end of "guilt

See Manna on A4

The city of Biddeford is
set to elect a new mayor in
November and a second-year
student from the University of
Maine has added his name to
the ballot.
Ryan Gavin, 20, a Biddeford High School alumnus
and a political science student
at UMaine, has launched his
campaign for the office. Gavin
is currently the only individual
to announce his candidacy.
The sitting mayor, Joanne
Twomey, has served two terms
in the position and has been
involved in state and city government since the 1970s. It
is unclear whether or not she
will campaign for a third term
— she has until Aug. 1 to make
her decision.
In recent years, like many
other municipalities throughout
the state and the country, Biddeford has continued to battle
with budget woes, according
to Twomey. The city is also undertaking efforts to revitalize
its downtown as it fights for a
share of southern Maine's commerce with Portland's suburbs.
But for Gavin, reached by
phone on Sunday, it is a matter of bringing new blood into
city hall and devoting greater
efforts to the often-daunting
tasks of local government.
"Full-time dedication to a
part-time job is one of the pillars

UM hosts Relay for Life
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of[my]campaign," he said. "It
is all about bringing an attitude
of reason to
the table.
[Biddeford]
needssomeone who is
willing to
sit down at
the
table
and resolve
the issues."
Gavin
characterGavin
the
ized
city's current mayor's rule as an offthe-cuff style of governing.
He said she often finds herself
embroiled in negotiations with
third parties that fail to yield
results.
Gavin also acknowledged
that Twomey boasts experience and certain successes as
Biddeford's mayor. He made a
point that he is not running for
the office solely to replace her.
Even so, Gavin feels her
style of governing is somewhat
of a turn-off for citizens who
might otherwise involve themselves with local government.
"We need a forum where everybody in Biddeford can come
together so that the city can
move forward," he said. "This
is why restoring civility will be
so important to this election."
Gavin, who has experience
with student government at

See Gavin on A4
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At-risk students to be 'Muckrakers' talk Maine media
new program's focus In-depth journalists discuss shortcomings in an era of shrinking newsrooms
'Ladder' will ease climb to graduation
By Beth Kevit

"The impact of mentors in
a well-structured mentor program is boundless and serves as
A Maine-based office of a powerful low-cost, low-tech
the insurance company Unum strategy to rebuild the dreams
Corporation intends to give of youth in at-risk situations,"
$300,000 to the University of according to the center's
website.
Maine.
UMaine's Career Center has
According to Dean of Students Robert Dana, the money run the Maine Mentor Program
will be used to create "The since 1986. Approximately 600
Unum Ladder: A Step Up for alumni volunteering as mentors
Success," a program that will are available to "discuss their
target students identified as be- jobs and work-related quesing "at risk" of failing to gradu- tions with individual students";
ate. Dana expects to launch the however, that program is designed to help a student mature
program in the fall.
Unum Corporation, which beyond graduation. The Unum
has its closest office in Portland, Ladder will help students make
brokers disability, life, long- it to graduation.
"We're pleased to be able
term care and supplemental
health insurance policies. The to support this program," said
company was first chartered in Cary Olson Cartwright, director of corpoBoston in 1848
social
rate
and has since
responsibilexpanded into
ity for Unum.
an internation"For a lot ofpeople it "This
is a work
al corporation
with
offices looks easy, but it isn't in progress."
Cartwright
in the United
easy for anybody."
Photo courtesy of the New Maine Times
said Unum's
Kingdom.
role will be The Maine Muckrakers panel addressed issues of inadequate time and resources in modern newsrooms. The panelists discussed the
Dana said
Robert Dana primarily
to strain online journalism and other developments have put on long-term investigative reporting.
the developDean of Students provide finanment of The
expects to see a story about
mation, and that takes a lot of to sources of funding.
By Chris Chase
cial backing at
Unum Ladder
themselves
almost every day,"
"Traditional
newspapers
are
time."
For
The
Maine
Campus
the outset and
was an even
Christie
said.
"The lack of
Ruschanging,
and
I
think
they're
Christie
agreed
with
was not able to
partnership beNew England
time
because
consolidation
in
of
the
timechanging
all
the
sell's
interpretation
Maine's
best
jourSome
of
tween the corporation and the give many specifics on where
know
what
the
hell
makes
running
a newspaper
equation.
they
don't
resource
the
University
of
nalists
met
at
university. Identifying those at the program currently stands.
hard."
on,"
Russell
said.
"The
very,
very
"There's
basically
all
these
is
going
Maine
on
Thursday
to
discuss
risk, such as transfer or non- She said Dana will be responFor each of the journalists
traditional students, will be the sible for crafting the program challenges facing the mass me- pages that you get every day in Web has just thrown things
upside-down."
sitting
on the panel, ensuring
newsroom.
They
have
ads
completely
the
an
era
of
transforming
dia
in
before telling Unum how its
first rung on the ladder.
shift
to
the
electronic
Maine
citizens are informed
on
them,
but
they
don't
have
This
interests,
failing
revenue
strucHe described at-risk students employees can help.
is
still
a
high priority, but with
age
has
sparked
great
change
any
news
on
them,"
Christie
newsrooms.
tures
and
shrinking
Cartwright expects Unum to
as those who struggle to adapt
The
slacking
resources, the task is
have
to
fill
all
in
the
journalism
industry.
said.
"Reporters
Maine
Muckrakers,
sponsend employees to campus as
to college life.
explored
by
the
so
difficult
to tackle that many
model
being
that
space
up."
sored
by
The
Maine
Campus
"For a lot of people it looks volunteers and mentors as well
fall by the
Center
for
Public
Interimportant
stories
For
local
papers
that
only
Maine
and
the
Graduate
Association
of
easy, but it isn't easy for any- as guest speakers, "especially
est
Reporting
is
one
example
of
wayside.
have
a
handful
of
constantly
Public
Administrators,
played
body," he said. "[Some stu- in that first year, the transition
Schalit said some bigger isdents] figure out how to go to year. We're happy to do that," host to five journalists: Eric busy reporters, filling that space a reporting outfit operating as a
nonprofit,
where
investigations
sues
are lost in the fray of dayhas
always
been
a
challenge.
Daily
Russell
of
the
Bangor
class.They take notes. If they're she said.
The Unum Ladder will News; Lance Tapley, a free- Shrinking newsrooms in recent are largely funded by donations to-day newsroom activities,
hurting, they know who to ask
tremenor help ... and then there are combine aspects of programs lance journalist whose work years have only compounded and the products of those inves- being passed over by
reporters
and
editigations
are
sold
to
traditional
dously
busy
this
problem.
Portis
often
featured
in
The
some students — they're more already seen on campus, such
tors.
reporters
and
media
outlets.
"If
you
have
10
Phoenix;
Naomi
Schalit
land
dazed in some ways. They're as Residence Life's First Year
"There's been a lot of lowHowever, this solution is far
frightened. They're just sort of Experience and academic ad- and John Christie of the Maine it takes eight to fill that space
hanging
fruit out there," she
from
ideal
—
even
in
the
eyes
up,
or
let's
say
nine,
you
can
Center
for
Public
Interest
Revisors, with a peer-to-peer apkeeping below the radar."
work.
said.
"The
first story I did was
something,"
of
those
trying
to
make
it
take
one
off
to
do
porting;
and
Gina
Hamilton
of
The program will start with proach to create a new campus
there and avail"I
think
the
new
nonprofit
absolutely
out
Christie
said.
"If
you're
down
the
recently
launched
The
New
students in their first year of experience that will be housed
Other papers
journalable
to
everyone.
eight
reporters
as
model
for
investigative
from
10
to
Maine
Times.
undergraduate study, and for by the Office of Student Afactually
reporting
that this
completely
sucks,"
Schalit
were
a
small
paper,
you
can't
take
ism
The
panel
began
by
conthat reason, Dana said, the vast fairs. The program will create
had
happened
without
said.
thing
somebody
off
to
do
something
fronting
one
the
biggest
issues
majority of the ladder climbers jobs for students to serve as
paying
attention
to
it."
there's
going
to
As
the
one
responsible
for
because
then
journalists
have
faced
for
dewill be first-year students who peer mentors.
Even with all of the strug"I think it will be a little more cades: How the media are hold- be almost literally a hole in the securing funds for the Maine
live on campus.
gles
and upheaval facing modCenter
for
Public
Interest
Repaper."
ing
those
in
power
accountable
"It will be diffused through- focused" than the Residence
members of the
nonprofits
ern
journalism,
the
relationship
porting,
she
feels
The
nature
of
reporting.
through
investigative
out the population," Dana said, Life approach to engaging stuoptimism about
many
of
the
problems
panel
expressed
the
press
and
governstill
face
between
From
Russell's
perspective
adding that the type of student dents, Dana said."They'll have
state
of
journalism
in Maine:
inherent
in
traditional
newspathe
ment
in
Maine
was
also
a
subas
a
daily
reporter,
one
of
the
targeted by this program will less individuals to be responsifounded
the
Schalit
and
Christie
Tapley,
who
bepers.
ject
of
concern.
main
struggles
in
this
respect
vary from the iconic small- ble for and they'll have a more
Public
Interest
that
there's
no
Maine
Center
for
working
as
a
reporter
in
the
"I
have
to
say
gan
is
finding
the
time
to
pursue
intown-Maine student sitting in a specific set of events and prolate '60s, discussed his view of difference, as far as I'm con- Reporting on the basis of helpvestigation.
grams to bring them to."
lecture hall.
the
change from a government cerned, between an advertiser ing keep investigative journalFor
many
daily
newspapers
Dana said the differences
"A veteran, for instance,
that
advocates for the people to and a donor who sits down with ism alive by offering a helping
struggling
to
stay
that
have
been
who's returning from time lie in Unum's commitment to
the
more
conservative-minded me and says, 'Now, you're not hand to overburdened outlets.
financially
solvent
in
the
shiftaway" could be targeted, he mentor students rather than
"We're trying to do our little
said. "A student who comes take a hands-off approach to ing sands of the U.S. economy, breed witnessed today, and how going to do any of those stories
you?"
bit
to lend some credibility to
the
nature
of
about
such
and
such,
are
this
has
affected
keeping
a
journalist
available
from a large inner city and isn't the program. The program may
organizations," Christie
said.
news
journalism.
Schalit
for
long-term
projects
is
often
used to a rural environment ... affect students at the six other
This
sort
of
difficulty
is
not
said.
"I
think
that
if
we
had
an
not
an
option.
or a student who has financial University of Maine System
In the meantime, each
"From where I sit, traditional activist government, we would the only one Maine's investigaconcerns" could be identified campuses, as well as campuses
pledged
to continue doing his
press,"
Taptive
reporters
face.
A
question
have
an
activist
newspapers
are
always
strugin the community college sysas being at risk.
to inform Maine's
sparked
a
or
her
part
are
symbioses
from
the
audience
ley
said.
"There
gling
with
resources,"
he
said.
According to the National tem, according to Dana, who
public.
discussion
about
Maine's
muthere.
They
depend
upon
each
"Investigative
work,
it
takes
Dropout Prevention Center / said the program would be
"The job of a journalist is
nicipal structure, comprised of
Network at Clemson University, studied and presented to other time. It's not something you other."
vilreally
to hold people accounttraditional
close
to
500
incorporated
Another
problem
in
a
day's
work
with
usually
do
a successful mentoring program institutions.
and
cities,
each
able,"
Hamilton said. "And if
face
is
the
Internet,
lages,
towns
newspapers
a
few
phone
calls
and
maybe
The Unum Ladder will be
can increase a student's class atdoing that, we might
with
an
individually
managed
we're
not
which
has
affected
every
aspect
an
interview.
You
have
to
go
tendance, improve the student's showcased for higher education
just
hang up our quill
government.
as
well
industry
operates
local
of
how
the
through
records
and
transcripts
grades and make it more likely administrators statewide once a
serve
home."
that
you
pens
and
go
"Every
town
—
from
the
depth
of
reporting
and
check
on
all
kinds
of
inforyear, according to Dana.
for the student to graduate.
Asst. News Editor

Class councils receive
recognition from GSS
To receive office space, annual funds
Legislation recently passed
by the General Student Senate
will grant recognition to class
councils, giving them the same
rights as any other official student organization.
Until this point, class councils were supported largely by
the Alumni Association, which
enabled them to help graduates stay in touch with their
alma mater. This new legislation was passed in hopes
of increasing undergraduate
participation within the councils while students are still enrolled.
"We saw this as an opportunity to provide a valuable
student organization with additional support," Sen. Pete
Christopher, who works on the
Student Organizations Committee, wrote in a statement.
"This legislation is a major
step forward in assuring the
longevity of school spirit and
maintaining strong bonds be-

tween alumni and students into
the foreseeable future."
A major role of the class
councils is fundraising and
coordination for gifts given
to the university. They also
help sponsor events designed
to "create class spirit and develop a sense of community,"
according to the release.
Among new privileges afforded to the class councils
will be office space in the Wade
Center for Student Leadership
and a base operating budget for
expenses. Additional funding
for events can also be applied
for through GSS. All privileges afforded by GSS will terminate upon graduation, according to Christopher.
Vice President of Student
Organizations Hannah Hudson said the move for official
recognition is a nod to increasingly active class councils, a
change that began a few years
ago.

Amy Brooks• Photo Editor
Corey Nason gets down on bended knee to give his chosen bachelorette, Maddie Hill, a rose during Alpha Tau Omega's Dating Game. The
fraternity held the event to benefit Angel Flight Northeast, an organization that provides free flights to those requiring access to medical
care.
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Relay for Life: An all-nighter for a cause
Overnight event packs Field House as UMaine community raises money for American Cancer Society
By Jennifer Vincent

a graduate student studying forest resources.
Looze said Colleges Against Cancer benefited from many enthusiastic
new members and first-year volunteers,
whom she and Chadbourne had the task
of managing.
"When you're hosting an event of
600 people, communicating with volunteers and participants is the hardest
part," she said.
For Chadbourne, a third-year social
work student, the experience of co-

Relay for Life. She said while fundraising is a goal, the atmosphere of the
event is equally important, and Looze
Hundreds of babbling and optimistic
agreed.
University of Maine students packed
"If everyone walks out of here feelthe Field House with their tents, blaning that they can do something in the
kets, camp chairs and requisite stashes
fight against cancer,then we've reached
of snacks Friday evening, armed for an
our goal," Looze said. "Every little bit
all-night fight against cancer.
helps the cause."
The Relay for Life, part of a nationLooze has been planning this year's
wide network of fundraisers for the
Relay for Life with next year in mind
American Cancer Society, is perhaps
and emphasized the event should grow
the largest annual philanthropic event
each year.
on campus. At UMaine,it is
"We are trying to keep it
organized by student group
high energy in the wee hours
Colleges Against Cancer.
of the morning, to keep people
"People should know they don't
All proceeds benefit the
awake and active," she said."I
have to deal with cancer alone."
American Cancer Society.
want people to know that it's
Members of the campus
never too early to join for next
and surrounding communiBrandy Chad bourne year. It's never too early or too
ty formed teams and fundCo-chair of Colleges Against Cancer late to raise money for people
raised to take part in the
with cancer to have an easier
night's festivities, which
time."
included a Luminaria CereLooze and Chadbourne
mony when candles were lit in recogni- chairing Relay for Life has been eye- seemed to have obtained their goal of
tion of survivors and victims of cancer, opening.
a celebratory atmosphere as teams asa hypnotist show, a pie-eating contest,
"The most difficult part was finding sembled their tents, signed up for conand many games and competitions.
resources I didn't know existed," she tests and chatted as they walked the
Though the track runs around the said. "Putting this event on opened my track. Business fraternity Alpha Kappa
edge of the room, it was the center of eyes to what the university has to offer Psi formed a team and former President
the action, as participants were always to its students."
Nicolaos Lemieux expressed pride in
walking or jogging to show support for
Many students who commit them- the group's participation.
the cause. Some purchased a string and selves to Relay have a personal con"Relay for Life is important to me
added a bead after every lap to track nection to the cause. Looze, who first because my grandfather died of cantheir progress and have a me- mento participated
in the event as an un- cer a little over 10 years ago. He was a
of the evening. Theme
dergraduate at an- marathoner and did Relay even before
laps like UMaine
other university, he was diagnosed," said Lemieux, a
Pride, Crazy Hats,
is no exception.
fourth-year chemical engineering stuAncient
Greece
"My grandfa- dent. "My family has been supportive
and Wild West
ther had cancer of it ever since."
kept things inwhen I was little
Lemieux is happy to see so many
teresting
and I remember students, staff, faculty and commufrom
the opening cerhearing about the nity members at the Field House every
emony at 6 p.m
Relay for Life even spring.
on Friday to the
when I was little,"
"It shows that people really do care
closing at 8 a.m.
she said.
about this kind of stuff," he said. "It
on Saturday.
Chadbourne, is a big time commitment on a Friday
Colleges
who joined Col- night, especially for college students,
Against Cancer
leges Against Can- but people do it for the cause and for
co-chairs Brancer last year, lost fun, too."
dy Chadbourne
her grandfather to
Second-year Spanish and communiand
Brianna
lung cancer and her cation student Catherine Sodini attendLooze took a
grandmother
has ed Relay with her Club Field Hockey
moment before
been diagnosed with team. She intended to stay for the whole
the opening cerbreast cancer.
night and looked forward to watching
emony to reflect
"She is the strongest her teammates compete in "Minute to
on the process of planning a
person I have known in my life and Win It" games.
large-scale fundraiser like Relay.
she didn't tell people about her illness.
"I'm excited for events later in the
"The university has been extremely She tried not to worry them," she said. night. There are so many people here
supportive of Relay,including[Campus "People should know they don't have and a lot of friends," Sodini said.
Activities and Student Engagement] to deal with cancer alone."
Eben Estell, a third-year biological
and Facilities Management, which has
This desire for awareness is what engineering student, took a break on a
made this so much easier," said Looze, drives Chadbourne's commitment to couch with his fraternity's team.
Features Editor

Police
Beat
The best from UMaine's finest
Designated drinker
University of Maine Police
Department officers on patrol
noticed a vehicle driving erratically at 1:54 a.m. April 15.
A dark Volkswagen Jetta nearly
came to a stop in the center of
the road before continuing to
drive well below the speed limit
and weave across the traveling
lane. When the driver pulled
onto Long Road, the officers
stopped him near Patch Hall.
The driver, William Ziegenfus,
22, of Bangor, denied being
intoxicated despite bloodshot
eyes and slurred speech. He
claimed to be the designated
driver for his passenger. The
passenger told officers Ziegenfus had been drinking. Ziegenfus failed field sobriety tests

and his blood alcohol level was
determined to be 0.18 percent.
Ziegenfus was arrested for operating under the influence and
was transported to Penobscot
County Jail in Bangor.
Pilfered plate
At some point before 5:44
a.m. April 15, the rear license
plate of a U1VIPD truck was stolen.The plate,number 300-365,
is worth an estimated $15.
Tea party
UMPD received a noise
complaint about a fourth-floor
room in Kennebec Hall at 11:02
p.m. April 13. When officers arrived,they saw three males with
bottles ofTwisted Tea and other
alcohol in the room. Two of the

males were underage UMaine
students and were referred to
Judicial Affairs for possession
of alcohol by a minor. The third
male,a 20-year-old visitor from
Calais, was warned for possession of alcohol by a minor.
Can't hide pride
An officer on patrol on the
mall at 6:21 a.m. April 15 noticed the rope to the Pride Week
flagpole had been cut. The flag
was taken down the night before to deter vandalism. The
UMaine grounds crew replaced
the rope before that day's flag
raising.
Feuding dudes
A UMaine student reported
harassment to LIMPD at 4:26
p.m. April 14. The student was
jogging on Rangeley Road
when a vehicle swerved toward
him and the driver honked his
horn. According to the jogger,
the driver lives near him in
Orono and has caused trouble
in the past.

Compiled from
staff reports

Haley Johnston • Asst. Photo Editor
Top: Participants walked in groups to show support for those who have been affected by cancer during Relay for Life in the Field House Friday night.
Above: One team showed support for both the LGBTQ community and people
who have been affected by cancer during Relay for Life Friday night.
"I heard about [Relay for Life] last
year and my mom is a cancer survivor.
It was really easy to get involved with
[Sigma Phi Epsilon], but even if they
hadn't put a team together, I would
have come on my own for personal reasons," he said.
Relay is a good event for college
campuses, according to Estell, because
there are so many things going on at
once with freedom for participants to
do what they like.
"I think it's very well run and the
setup of the event is ideal in that you

can hang out or walk the track," he said.
"I think people get excited about it as a
way to see friends they normally don't,
but also to support the cause."
Though Relay for Life is enjoyable
and lighthearted, the cause is central
and visible throughout the night.
"I think the way the event is organized is something you can'tjust donate
$10 to and forget about," Estell said.
"There are names on these bags lining
the track and all around of people who
have survived or succumbed to cancer.
It's inspirational."
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type of transgendered person. Building.
As an audience member put
They are usually a "heterosexual guy who dresses up as a it during the discussion after
woman for a variety of reasons, the film, "Religion comes beor work place of the victim. On [because] it's fun or sometimes fore everything else" for Muslims. Living in the Middle East,
the other hand, a PFA is an op- [as] a sexual fetish."
"Cross-dressers get no re- there is a constant reminder of
tion for someone who has been
Allah and faith. The faithful are
harassed by any other person, spect, by the way," she said.
The fourth type of trans- called to prayer five times a day
such as a neighbor.
On Thursday of Pride Week, gendered person, according to and even greetings mention AlUMaine welcomed Jennifer Boylan, is gender-queer people lah.
This creates an inner strugFinney Boylan — an author, a who do not necessarily identify
gle that every person in the
Colby College professor and a with one gender or the other.
"Gender-queer people are documentary dealt with. They
transgender woman.
Boylan shared the message saying that we should all be all wanted to know why Allah
that while life is difficult in the able to be more fluid — to made them the way they are.
beginning, "things usually get change our expression based on The Quran has only two verses
referring to homosexuality;
our emotion," Boylan said.
better."
As a child, Boylan always they say acting on it — not sim"There's the problem people
have when being our allies ... had a sense of being in the ply being gay — is forbidden.
"Islam has a big problem actransgender doesn't refer to any wrong body. She remembers
one [type of person]. Twelve being little and watching her knowledging homosexuality. It
will take a Jihad," said one man
people may disagree who all mother iron her father's shirt.
"Someday you'll wear shirts in the film.
identify as transgendered,"
The people in the doculike this," Boylan recalled her
Boylan said.
mentary all lived
Boylan
defear that they
in
scribed the four
feel
you'd
kid,
little
a
"When you're
would be discovmain types of
like something was wrong with you. It
ered. One man retransgendered
hurts in a way you can't express."
ceived 100 lashes
people, the first
in one hour afbeing transsexual
his sexuality
ter
people, like herJennifer Finney Boylan
was discovered.
self.
Colby College professor
When his mother
"Transsexual
saw his back, she
people are born
cried. For that reason, he left
physically as one sex and have mother saying.
"I didn't understand what the country.
the sense of being the other,"
The man in the beginning
she said. "In some people, the she was getting at. She never
brain sex doesn't match the wore shirts like that," Boylan of the film was asked to leave
physical sex. [Brain sex] has read from her book, "She's his community, and at the end
a neurological, medical basis. Not There: A Life in Two Gen- he was asked to return to speak
about homosexuality. The peoAnybody could be born with it ders."
"Why would I ever be wear- ple with whom he spoke were
— even you.
"When you're a little kid, ing shirts like my father's? open and receptive to what he
you'd feel like something was Since then, the awareness that was saying, which made one
wrong with you. It hurts in a I was in the wrong body ... audience member happy that
way you can't express," she was never out of my conscious there was a give-and-take conversation about it.
elaborated. "If you tell people, mind.
"We have to use independent
"I didn't want to be a freak,"
they will laugh."
The second type of person Boylan said. "I just wanted to reasoning to find space for us in
who would fall under the cat- be a woman and move on with Islam," he said.
Pride Week had many differegory of transgendered would my life."
Pride Week activities con- ent events in hopes of appealbe a drag queen or king, such
as "a gay man who dresses like tinued on Thursday night. "A ing to everyone in UMaine's
Jihad for Love," a documentary diverse population
Cher."
As Boylan put it, "The hu"A drag makes a theatrical on Islam and homosexuality
show out of genders for us to showing several gay men and man experience can come in
lesbian women who are strug- many flavors. Nature is abunenjoy," she said.
Boylan clarified, though, gling between two of the most dant in variety. There are cacthat a drag queen does not nec- important aspects of their lives, tuses, and platypuses, and blue
was shown in Room 100 of the potatoes. And lobsters. And huessarily want to be a woman.
Cross-dressers are another Donald P. Corbett Business mans ... including me."

Pride

from Al

in how it deals with both development and the budget, saying
he would focus on a revitalization of the downtown if electUMaine and as a high school ed.
He feels greater efforts need
representative on the Biddeford
school board from 2007-2009, to be made to breathe new life
said friends urged him to run into the city's languishing industries. For instance, he said
for the position.
After considerable thought, old textile mills could be redeGavin made the decision to put veloped to attract new tenants,
his name on the ballot, and in generating both revenue and
the time since, the platform on jobs for the area.
Other ideas that could help
which he will run has begun to
the downtown area, Gavin said,
emerge.
"We are going to create six are more small businesses,
months of dialogue that sur- more housing, and better recreation areas like parks and
round the issues," he said.
He believes the city needs to trails.
Though Twomey declined
take a more strategic approach

Gavin

from Al

to comment on Gavin's candidacy, she said the town is experiencing problems with its
budget that are compounded by
an ailing regional economy.
The budget, Gavin said, will
be of utmost importance. A
starting point, he said, will be
to create a "master plan" that
strategically achieves a balance
among all parts of the budget.
Gavin said more money
could be saved and the city
would better taken care of in
the long-run by taking a sustainable approach and lending
greater attention to all the details — something he said will
come with the level of dedication he is prepared to bring to

Paul Perkins • Staff Photographer
The newly stocked pantry closet is nearly full at the Manna soup kitchen in Bangor, after a recent
donation allowed the kitchen to get more food than it has received in over four months.
sessment is consistent with the layoffs, reduced hours," he said.
trend he has seen over the last six "They're working minimum
months. Last year, Bangor's Gen- wage jobs and it doesn't take
eral Assistance fund, partially much for them to become eligible
season," which he referred to as paid for by the state government, for General Assistance."
In the Bangor area, unemthe months following Thanksgiv- gave out roughly $2.2 million in
increased from 4,998
ployment
representcases,
registered
1,600
Year's,
New
and
ing, Christmas
to 5,595 from December 2010 to
public interest in the issue has ing some 2,700 people.
In Maine, the state covers half February 2011, a trend generally
decreased as need for help has
of the General Assistance funds consistent with Maine and U.S.
risen.
Complicating the picture is to towns and cities. Once a certain figures. Those figures do not repthe increase in costs families are amount of the money requested resent all Mainers eligible for aid,
forced to pay in spring. During is exceeded —$750,000 in Ban- many of whom are employed but
winter, the law prohibits utili- gor's case — Maine will grant 90 unable to keep up with costs.
"Someone making minimum
ties companies from turning off percent of needed funds.
That figure is likely to increase wage in Maine makes around
services like heating and plumbing. With the change in seasons, by $300,000 this year, partly due $300 a week, about $1200 a
however, families are forced to to 65 new requests for General month. If the average rent in Banpay past-due bills or lose those Assistance from December 2010 gor is $600-900 and that person
to January 2011 alone. Demand loses their hours, they will have a
services.
Additional increases in the for aid is so high, Yardley said, hard time maintaining their houscost of gasoline, historically more there is a four-to-five-week wait- ing," Yardley said.
Rae agreed, adding that there
expensive in the summer months, ing period just to hear new cases.
Unlike Manna, General As- was a misunderstanding of who
contribute to rises in food prices.
For minimum wage employees sistance primarily covers housing received help.
"Food isn't going to the homeor the unemployed, increased ex- expenses. Last year $1.7 million
penses often come at the cost of went to provide housing vouch- less, but the working poor and
putting food on the table, forcing ers, Yardley said. The remaining the elderly. The homeless need
families to look to agencies for $500,000 went to pay for other a place to live. These people alnecessities ranging from food, ready have a house — they have
assistance.
"It all trickles down to the diapers,'bus tickets, utilities to no food. It's very important that
people understand whom we're
food pantry. We're the safety funeral costs.
Yardley said he "wouldn't feeding.
net. Right now, the net is okay
"We're notfeeding the guy un— people aren't falling through. be surprised" if the situation has
der the bridge, because he has noIn the next few weeks,if we don't worsened since winter.
"I think in Bangor we have a where to cook," Rae said."We're
get food the gaps will widen,"
population of homeless, of peo- feeding the guy in the apartment
Rae said.
According to Shawn Yardley, ple who work multiple part-time who's going to lose their apartdirector of Bangor's Health and jobs, and I think that people liv- ment if they can't figure out how
Community Services, Rae's as- ing on the edge are susceptible to to pay for food."

Manna
from Al

the job.
Biddeford's mayoral position is listed as part-time and
pays $10,000 a year.
Gavin plans to conclude
this semester at UMaine then
temporarily move back to Biddeford to campaign. In doing so, he plans to take online
classes next semester so he will
not lose progress toward his
degree.
He said, if elected, his position as mayor will be tended to
during the day and classes will
be taken care of on his own
time, which he does not feel
will be a problem. One term is
four years, and Gavin said he
could potentially take classes

at the University of Southern signed by first-year computer
science student Lydia Chang,
Maine if necessary.
A nationally licensed par- who has since been hired as the
liamentarian, Gavin has sub- body's technology manager.
Additionally, Gavin is a forstantial knowledge of legislative rules. Most recently, he mer UMaine student senator,
made headlines before former running unsuccessfully for the
UMaine Student Body Presi- vice presidential seat in 2010.
He also undertook a sucdent Nelson Carson was impeached and removed from of- cessful effort to reform the way
students vote for Student Govfice.
Gavin was hired as the de- ernment executives.
"Biddeford simply needs
signer for a new Student Government website for which new leadership — it's not a
Carson was supposed to have tagline," he said. "I really do
provided the content. After two believe that people want to see
signed contracts and an unap- new blood in city politics and if
proved third disputed by Gavin, I don't have the experience that
the General Student Senate in- everybody else has — I take it
stead accepted a website de- as a compliment."

Flag
from Al
formed by Sgt. Deb Mitchell of
the University of Maine Police
Department that the rope used
to hang flags was cut the previous night. By the time members
of the GLBT community arrived to raise the flag, grounds
employees replaced the rope.
Genovese expressed her

opinion that the incidents were
part of a "string of vandalisms"
and were not carried out with
"malicious intent." She said
she found the pledge to bring
those responsible to justice
"comforting."
"It is really comforting to
know that we have the support
and backing of the police department and the individuals
working for said department,"
Genovese wrote.
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In an article on page A2 of the April 14 issue, it was
stated that the Cyber Security Team "probes and
lack[s]" into the [University of Maine's computer]
system] to test preparedness against an outside attack."
Though this was stated at the meeting, this is not the
group's role. They conduct tests on their own systems.
Also, the article said Joseph Marquis is a first-year
"Honors" student. He is an Onward student.
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Dinosaur Comics

Crossword Puzzle

By Ryan North

In chess, you want to kill
the other guys! But, OH
No. everyone forgot
their guns and swords!

You move your guy into a house and then you

So INSTEAD,
you kill bad
guys by moving
your guys into
their house!

live there, but if it's occupied then the
other person dies of embarrassment! Each
square is a property, and it's a real-estate
simulator. i don't know.
Folks seem to like it.
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Just as in real life, queens
have a lot of real-estate
buying options, and its
kinda weird when horses
own land.
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To win a game of
chess, you need to buy
up the SECRET house!
secret house?

There's a secret house full of
treasure, but you don't know which
house it is until you move in there.
only chess is like, SUPER OLD, so
now everyone knows the secret house
is the one the
king lives
in. SPOILER
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In conclusion!
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They say that
chess is the
game of kings,
but there's
horses in
it too!

Yeah, chess is
weird.
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7
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43
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• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only .
appear once.
•
•
•
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puz es providedsu o u.name. Used with permission.

The Raven
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61

63
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65

66

Across
I- Oozes
6- Convened
9- Units
14- Pond scum
15- Altdorf's canton
16- Verve
17- Put back
19- Computer command
20- Small batteries
21- Always
22- Corrodes
23- Soccer legend
25- Piquant
26- Merciful
29- Amazes
31- Refrigerator
32- Capable of being mined
36- Airline since
1948
37- It may be picked
38- Boor
40- Making amends
43- Rectangle having equal sides

45- Bread spread
46- Line of police
there yet?
4750- Hair untangler
51- Beliefinvolving
sorcery
52- Composer
Schifrin
54- Draft org.
57- Racket
58- Indifferent
61- Gardening tool
62- Trident-shaped
letter
63- Author Calvino
64- Have a feeling
about
65- Religious sch.
66- Hurl
Down
1- Franklin D.'s
mother
2- Zeno's home
3- Sponsorship
4- Bad review
5- Paris possessive
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swer Key m sports
34- Burden
6- Blandly urbane
35- Basic monetary
7- Commedia
unit of Greece
dell'
8- A wedding cake
37- Vane dir.
39- 1980's movie
may have three of
starring Bo Derek
these
and Dudley Moore
9- Emblem
41- Not anywhere
10- Doughnut42- Land in la mer
shaped surface
43- Go swiftly
11- Are
44- City in NW
12- Like some gum
Iran
13- Goes down
47- Dwelling
18- Old-style fax
48- Prevail
23- Cellist Casals
49- Alleviates
24- Brian of Roxy
50- Assert as a fact
Music
25- Mahayana
51- Addition column
movement of Bud52- Drinks (as a cat)
dhism
26- Go quickly
53- Church recess
54- Celestial body
27- Arthur Ashe's
55- Farm structure
alma mater
56- Flat-bottomed
28- Crux
boat
29- Buddy
30- Intelligence
59- Strike
60- Biblical verb
33- Brief advertiseending
ment

Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - Stick to travel or do things in conjunction with social groups. You may have difficulties with someone close to you. Try to keep your cool; you may feel fi-a771ed by
rushing around.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- Encourage friends to solve
their personal problems before you consider getting together
with them. You may need to take a break with the ones you
love. Get out and get busy.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - Opportunities for romance
are present if you look for them. Someone you live with may
be frustrated and upset with you. You must not let others
talk you into doing things that could limit you financially
at a later date.
Leo - July 23 to Aug.22 - It would be best not to deal with
certain problems in your family. Relatives may not agree
with the way you are dealing with your personal problems.
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Xecif Talk with Xachef
Whether you're living in a dorm or an
apartment, choosing who you want to live
with is almost as important as choosing
where to live.
The first thing you want to consider when
choosing a roommate is whether or not you
get along with each other. This is very important because although,"opposites attract"
you wouldn't really want to stick a partier
and a studier in the same room for a year.
Once you believe you've found a potential roommate, figure out what you have in
common and what you don't; this way you
can foresee what problems there might be.
Also, share your bad habits so there aren't a
whole lot of surprises when you finally live
together.
When moving in together, create a terms
of agreement. Decide who is going to clean
what, when. This may not seem like a problem right away, but if you fall out of agreement, things might get complicated.
Also, keep track of what you add to the
living space. This could be from pots and
pans to your own personal items. This helps
if and when you part ways and move elsewhere.
Can't find a roommate, but really don't
want to live in the dorms next year? There
are always ads for people in need of an extra roommate. You can find these ads in the
classifieds, Craigslist and even the housing

ISS
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60
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Aries - March 21 to April 20 - You can make progress professionally. You may find out important information if you listen to
friends and relatives. You may feel increasingly interested in foreigners and their cultures.

0
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Word Search
VV
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• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
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Sudoku Puzzle

ANGELS
BEAK
BEGUILING
BIRD
BLACK
BLEAK
BURNING
BUST
CHAMBER
CROAKING
DARKNESS
DECEMBER
DOOR
DREAMS
DREARY
EBONY
ENTRANCE
EYES
FEATHER
FIEND
FLITTING
FLUTTER
FOWL
GHASTLY
GRIM
HEART
HORROR
LATTICE
LENORE
LORE
MAIDEN

29

31

ALERT"?'

MELANCHOLY
MIDNIGHT
MORTAL
MYSTERY
NAMELESS
NAPPING
NEPENTHE
NEVERMORE
OMINOUS
PALLAS
PALLID
PERCHED
PLACID
PLUME
PLUTONIAN
PROPHET
QUAFF
QUOTH
RADIANT
RAPPING
RAVEN
RUSTLING
SHADOW
SHUTTER
SOUL
TAPPING
VISITOR
WEARY
WIND

IM
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folder on FirstClass.
However, you probably won't know •
them. If it doesn't work out, and if your
lease allows you to move, try and find another place to live, preferably with friends.
014
If you can't do this, remember it's only for
a year and you aren't required to stay there
all the time.
Moving into an apartment is exciting, but
there is much to do; it's very possible that •
you'll miss something. Besides picking a
roommate, look over your lease carefully.
It may seem tedious and long, but it will be
worth it when an accident happens or the
snow arrives. It's also helpful to know your
landlords. The housing folder on FirstClass
cannot only find you an apartment,but it can
warn you about bad landlords.
When finally moving, do your research
and make sure everything is in place when
you decide to do the move. Nothing is more
fun than feeling the freedom of having your
own place, so enjoy.
5
If you're having trouble or feeling confused about friends, family, relationships,
anything, ask me. Just send me an e-mail to
advice@mainecampus.com with your prob•
lem or question and I'll give you the best
advice I can. This is completely anonymous
and you are also always welcome to write
in the e-mail that you don't want to be published. I want to help you either way.
•

•

Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - Lovers may not be truthful.
Get back to basics and try to curb your bad habits. Compromise if your partner gives you an ultimatum.
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 - This may be a very hectic day
if you've made promises to too many people. Keep an open
mind when dealing with youngsters.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You may feel an additional
discipline that will aid you in your objectives. Don't let peers
distract you or push their work your way. Your talents just
might be discovered.
Sagittarius - Nov.23 to Dec.21 - Family outings or a quiet
stroll through the park may lead to stimulating conversation
and a closer bond. Be careful not to be too nice to a friend
rriy be
you suspect wants to take advantage of you. F
offered readily.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 - You should be putting
your cash into long-term investments like real estate. Your
intellectual wit may bring greater popularity with your
peers.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - Get the whole family involved in a worthwhile cause or cultural event. Make changes around your house and plan to do some entertaining.
Pisces - Feb.20 to March 20 - Spend time with friends and
family. Educational pursuits can bring interesting, helpful
people into your life. You are exceptional at presenting your
ideas.
Horoscopes courtesy of astrology-online.com
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Collegian editorial
decision rises above
when below the fold
uch of life comes down to stripping — it's the
result of sultry encounters, the culmination of a
long day and the perfect mate when taking the
plunge into a lake or into trouble.
At La Salle University, it's also apparently the content
of business seminars.
Obviously, when management professor Jack Rappaport employed the services of"professional dancers" in an
off-campus seminar for the private Catholic university on
March 21, there was bound to be talk. After all, it's hard
to keep quiet when some students were given lap dances
as others watched a subtle peep show unravel before their
eyes in sync with Rappaport's slideshow.
While accounts on the level of the seminar's promiscuity varied immensely, one reaction remained particularly
unsavory among all the dirty talk — that of the La Salle
administration.
La Salle officials engaged their best avoidance tactics
when dealing with the Rappaport incident, attempting to
underscore the event entirely. With this sweep-it-underthe-rug mentality, they approached the university's student-run newspaper, The Collegian — which naturally expected to run the story on the front page Thursday — and
ordered them against printing the article above the fold.
What The Collegian did thereafter was reassuring to
the university's communication program, if nothing else.
When the story ran on Thursday, it was indeed below the
fold; above the fold was a sole, sentence-long instruction
to see below.
And with that simple instruction, journalistic integrity
was once more preserved.
Models of journalism should adhere to libertarianism
and should never be compromised by any kind of authority. La Salle officials and its public relations committee
should be thanking the editorial staff of The Collegian for
taking their studies to heart and reaffirming these fundamental rules of the trade.
If La Salle wishes for nothing more than a sham, then
it should by all means continue making ethically unsound
decisions on how the news is presented by The Collegian,
or replace the paper altogether with a biased newsletter
about only the university's successes.
But if it hopes to instill its students with a proper sense
of how news reporting truly functions, it is best left to
those editors who already slaved away for their peers unpaid.
It is understood that La Salle University authorities
were trying desperately to save face, but when the whole
body is bare, it's best to cover other areas first.
Therefore, La Salle should leave the mug and the news
to the students. Its attentions are required below the belt
and the fold anyway.
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Sugarloaf quality goes downslope under Boyne
I don't know about you, but my trips
to Sugarloaf in Carrabassett Valley this
year have been a little less sweet than
they have in the past.
Maybe it has something to do with
last summer's fiery destruction of the
secret hideaways, dotting the fartherflung wooded areas — rest in peace,
Salsa.
Maybe my malaise could be attributed to the fall of the Spillway chairlift,
which helped carry those wary of a Tbar ride close to the summit on days too
windy to spin chairs on Timberline.
Or perhaps my dissatisfaction could
be a side effect of constant pestering by
the squad of Ambassadors, who perform market research surveys on every
lift ride when all I want to do is enjoy
the silent beauty of the mountains.
Whenever I try to find the root of my
discontent, one word keeps popping
into my head: Boyne — as in Boyne
USA Resorts, a company that manages
a number of ski areas including Sugarloaf and Sunday River.
Since Boyne took the reins in the
summer of 2007, several improvements
have been made to the mountain's infrastructure, termed by media coverage as "critical." However looking at
the work done to date, I am unsure of
which definition of that word is being
applied — that of implying necessity or
that of severe criticism.
Take, for example, the construction
of the Sugar Shack, a maple syrup producing attraction just outside the base
lodge. Surely this eyesore blocking the
view of the mountain from the beach
area contributes to the skiing experience, right?
Or maybe the lifts are where Boyne
has been investing millions. Those
newly painted poles sure do look nice
after the cable jumps the track and
you're free falling to the slope below.
And I'm not sure how the old managers
expected to attract thousands of pow-

wide parking spaces that can accommodate their Hummers.
The problem is, Sugarloaf has never
been the posh resort Boyne is setting
ROB
out to construct. The locals have scraggly beards and drive old pickups; and
STIGILE
they can be "haad to undah-stand if
you're nawt from `roun' he-ah."
It's like the movie "Out Cold" — a
NEWS
businessman from out of town buys a
new piece of land and tries to convert
EDITOR
the space into the new Aspen for his
buddies to come play. He tries to replace the local remnants of the hippie
der hounds to the tallest lift service in era with glitz and glamour, thinking
Maine without the fantastic Moosecala- this will make his new establishment
tor to ferry riders up the flatlands in the more attractive.
But, at least for me, that's not what
Birches.
Then there's Brackett Basin, the new I'm looking for when I go to the Loaf.
"sidecountry" expansion Boyne has be- I go there because it's truly a mountain
gun cutting eastward to the summit of for skiers, not tourists. It's in the midBurnt Mountain. Too bad the only space dle of nowhere and can be hard to find
added in the first phase — more than 40 —especially when the road signs have
percent of the planned total — was ei- been stripped of their guiding stickers.
ther part of the existing Cant Dog glade There's not much by way of cushy ameor spits explorers out far past the base nities, but that's okay since there's close

The problem is, Sugarloaf has never been the posh resort
Boyne is setting out to construct. The locals have scraggly
beards and drive old pickups;and they can be uh,aad
to undah-stand if you're nawt from roun'he-ah."
area, relegating them to a lift ride over
scenic condominium subdivisions.
Some of the improvements have
actually enhanced conditions, like the
new snowmaking equipment that helps
open terrain faster in the early season
— even though the King of Spring still
opens later than Sunday River. And I'm
sure the Olympian-designed boarder
cross course will see use someday, despite being vacant most times I ride the
Superquad.
All of this investment in the resort
is an effort by Boyne to create just that
— a resort, with a hot tub for every visitor wealthy enough to rent a room and

to 3,000 vertical feet to explore.
There was a time, not too long ago,
when you could stop at Jaws for an adult
beverage and the Ambassador squad
would more likely share a joint on the
way up the lift than a survey. Nowadays
you get to enjoy $6 Budweisers at Reggae Fest while watching ski patrol ferry
the wounded from broken lifts or burn
down the Salsa Shack.
Don't get me wrong — I love Sugarloaf! USA.I'm just not too crazy about
Sugarloaf.
Rob Stigile is a fourth-year journalism student.
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Columnist: Reaming out Political columnist: France
all realms of intolerance unveils faulted Western
Iam unsure what is in the
water, but it seems to be
mighty effective. Coincidence or no, it seems to me
like the students on this
campus need to be reminded
what it means to keep peace.
SARAH MANN

Videos are constantly being released by actors,
musicians and website tycoons the world over, all
sharing the same message: It gets better.
But what sort of example are we setting by behaving with such intolerance toward our peers?
I fear it's not "it gets better," but "it has every
potential to never change." I do not want to be a
part of a community that has this kind of message
to share.
One of my theater professors — when asked
about the thespian community — mentioned in
passing that people feel free to be themselves more
while acting because they are literally on a stage
for all to see. You tend to acquire a certain comfort
with yourself on stage, as you have to access your
emotions regularly and with a more concentrated
intensity.
Often, this logic leads to the stereotype of actors
and actresses being drama queens and overtly effeminate people. While this is offensive for a multitude of reasons, it is the recent vandalism that led
me to believe there is no community here on campus in which everyone is entirely comfortable and
protected from ridicule.
After consulting the musings of that professor, I
began to be more grateful for my involvement with
the department — I felt the theater community was
in fact a more accepting place. But while the drama
on and off stage began to rise with a vengeance, I
began to see the reflection of it outside our group.
It seems like there is something wrong and we,
as a country and community, are not evolving into
better human beings, but stalling.
Whether it is threat or fright driving this vindictive behavior, the ignorance at its crux signifies that
we are failing to educate students properly.
If you attend a school and are not taught, along
with equations and quotations, how to work with
others regardless of difference, then you are being
set up for failure. Every success is built on strength
of will and incorporation, and it seems that neither
is learned here.
I urge those who do have information to come
forward and reply to the advertisement by the vice
president; but above that, I urge everyone to finally
grow up.
There are worse things in this world than differences — the consequences of which pale in comparison.

I may not be the first — and I pray I'm not the last
— but let me be one of the most easily accessible
commentators on campus to say that homophobia is
straight bulls---.
I would say "pardon my French," but in this case,
the vulgarity and bluntness of profanity are crucial.
As you may have heard, the rainbow flag raised
in honor of Pride Week was vandalized last Monday.
This is exactly the type of horrifying issue plaguing
this country — a country where there is a suicide
epidemic among youths as a result of bullying.
I'd like to address an often-unsung factor which
really upsets me about such behavior: the necessity
of a pride week to begin with. There is something
wrong when people are made to feel so bad about a
part of who they are that they need something like
Pride Week to remind each other to be proud.
The fact that gay marriage is still an issue also
falls along these infuriating lines. But regardless
of all the other problems this country has, it is the
presence of prejudice on this campus that is not only
unacceptable, but also of immediate concern.
In a place that so often stresses the importance
of being well-adjusted and open-minded, this is a
major hit to the university's credibility. While the
offer of a reward for any information on the vandalism is definitely allegiance-inspiring, it is evidence
of what is lacking that allowed it to happen in the
first place.
Yes, it's unfortunate that this is rampant all over
America, and quite frankly the world, but it seems
as if America has been extremely intolerant as of
late. And all of this came just in time for me to log
onto the ever-hypnotic Facebook and see the rally
for peace had been cancelled.
I am unsure what is in the water, but it seems to
be mighty effective. The cancellation may be unrelated, but it came at a terrible time. Coincidence or
Sarah Mann is afourth-year English student. Her
no, it seems to me like the students on this campus
columns will appear every Monday.
need to be reminded what it means to keep peace.

The Maine Campus is hiring for
the fall 2011 semester!
Positions to be filled include:

2 regular columnists

1 political columnist

mindset with burqa ban
PARDIS
DELIJANI

France has become the first
country to ban the Islamic fullface veil, known as the burqa.
Under the new law, police can't
ask a woman to remove her veil
in the street, but are now legally
allowed to escort her to a police
station and ask her to remove the
face-covering for identification.
The new law has created an
upheaval of criticism and anger
from religious leaders and opposition politicians accusing President Nicolas Sarkozy of pandering to far-right voters ahead of a
2012 election. If this is the case,
Sarkozy is playing a very dangerous, political game.
Sarkozy's supposed reasoning
behind this law includes security,
the preservation of "French values" and alleviates the oppression
of women. In regard to security
purposes, Sarkozy is implementing a law in which women who
wear the veil should be ready
to remove their burqa —which
only exposes the eyes — in areas
that require security and identity
checks, such as airports.
Apparently, Sarkozy has recently seen the movie "Battle of
Algiers" and found it pertinent to
eradicate buros in order to prevent terrorist attacks from occurring in France. However, in all
seriousness, the argument that
criminals could abuse the niqab
or the burqa is not compelling
enough to deny the fundamental
freedom of religious expression
to a group of French citizens or
visitors to France.
It is odd and foolish for a country of 63 million people with a
strong democratic tradition to be
so threatened by a minority of
women and deem it necessary to
interfere with their dress code.
The claim that the ban will mollify the oppression of Muslim
women is absurd and hypocritical.
In fact, the origin of the burqa
stemmed from the idea that by
covering their bodies, women
would be treated as equal to men.

By banning the burqa, Sarkozy
is taking away the identity and
equality of many Islamic women.
How does the meaning of freedom translate when the French
must "protect" women by denying their freedom to choose how
to dress? The defense Sarkozy
provides is patronizing at best.
If Sarkozy is so concerned about
the needs of Muslim women, he
should probably first ask them
whether they feel they are being
oppressed, rather than imposing
what he thinks is best.
The banning of a religious article of clothing illustrates a gesture of politics which is a fine example of the Western oppression
of Islam. This law is ignorant,
myopic and troublesome.
Sarkozy's ban is not only a
violation of democratic charac-

It is odd and foolish for
a country of 63 million
people with a strong
democratic tradition to be
so threatened by a minority
of women and deem it
necessary to interfere
with their dress code.
teristics, but also a peephole into
a potentially major foreign policy
failure regarding relations with
Arab states.
Through their action, France is
demonstrating that freedom is not
a universal right, but a privilege
only reserved for a select few.
Many Muslims find that the West
is constantly lecturing about their
way of life regarding freedom
and liberal values, but sees it as
acceptable to deny Islamic people
living there in the Western world
their own free choice.
The French ban only feeds Islamic extremism, increasing the
polarization of opinions and the
isolation of Muslims. European
politicians must stop pandering
to the far right to revive their fading parties.
This act of cynical politics is
dangerous and has done Europe
no favors in their history and it
will do them no good in the future.
Pardis Delijani is a third-year
international affairs student. Her
columns will appear every Monday.
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Old Town Bowling Center hasn't lost its charm (or cheap prices) but has been hurting for business
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i.,24114MOINMOSIM.1111* Patriot's Day
Admissions Open
House
Collins Center for the Arts
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Blood Drive
Student Recreation and
Fitness Center
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
By Jay Grant
Staff Writer
t's early on Friday evening. Your
favorite local band doesn't plug in
until ten o'clock.
Sitting on Facebook at 8 p.m. at the
start of your weekend seems like a real
drag. Maybe you aren't old enough
to purchase liquor but you've been to
bingo in the Memorial Union one too
many times for someone too young to
join AARP. Rural Maine seems like a
Class A bore — devoid of entertainment for a budding youth, freshly
pouncing on young adulthood and
new-found independence.
Fortunately, there is hope.
Old Town boasts a hang-out spot to
help you get over those early weekend
blues. Across the street from Acme
Pizza and Wings and perched above

/

the Old Town municipal parking lot
sits Old Town Bowling Center, a candlepin alley which caters to a college
student's wallet.
The alley is twelve lanes strong

Given the costs, any and all
flaws with the alley are, at
their worst, charming — the
sorts ofthings you put up
with for a couple bucks

with several arcade games, a couple
television sets and a menu tailored to
the red-blooded American bowler —
burgers, fries and not much else. The
aforementioned
meat-and-potatoes

classic can be obtained for just $4.50.
A game runs just 3 bucks, making
a couple hours a considerably cheap
amount of time to burn.
Alcohol prices are low as well.
Domestic drafts, such as monarchical
lager Budweiser, are just $2 per solo
cup and no expectation of a tip. Higher class ales, like Samuel Adams and
sweet drinks like Mike's Hard Lemonade, peak at just $2.50.
One ought to be warned, though,
that these affordable rates may throw
off your pin-knocking game. My own
informal research concluded that there
is a direct correlation between bloodalcohol content and number of gutter
balls.
The bowling itself can be a bit of an
awkward adjustment at first. The balls

Inspectah Deck spits '80s rocker and VH1
for the Curva crowd star provides nothing
but a good time for all
By Derrick Rossignol
Staff Writer
Look what the cat dragged
into the Collins Center for the
Arts Thursday night — Poison
frontman Bret Michaels and
his backing band, who rolled
their tour busses all the way
up to Orono as part of the
"Life Rocks Tour."
Many locals who had been
waiting to see Michaels play
live finally got their wish.
Among those clutching tickets
were men in leather jackets
and bandanas, older women in
tank tops — still clinging to
their youth in the '80s — and
the college crowd wanting a
glimpse of the reality TV star.
There was at least one child
there with a pair of hunting

earmuffs, and rightfully so —
this show was loud. Anybody
who assumed it would be a
soft, acoustic set after they
saw Michaels with an acoustic
guitar hanging over his shoulder on promotional posters
was dead wrong.
Michaels brought much of
the same intensity and excitement to the show as he had
back in the '80s while touring to support one of Poison's
early albums. He and his band
opened with Poison's classic
"Talk Dirty To Me," known
by older fans as the band's
breakout single and by the
younger generation as one of
the obstacles of Tier 1 in Guitar Hero III.

See Michaels on B2

Jay Preston • Staff Photographer

Sports Editor
Orono was overdue for a
taste of the Wu.
That's my feeble attempt
at free-styling, but there was
no shortage of it Friday night
at Curva Ultra Lounge when
Inspectah Deck of the legendary Wu-Tang Clan brought the
ruckus.
The crowd of around 250
was hyped to see the Rebel
INS, who finally made his
appearance right before midnight, coming out to the Clan's
anthem, "Wu-Tang Clan Ain't
Nuthin to F--- With."
"I've been doing this for
20 years, and this is my first
time in Maine," Inspectah said
between songs. "I've been to
Russia more than I've been to
Maine. I'm not getting paid a
lot to be here, but it's not about
that. It's about coming to get
down with Maine tonight."
Mr. Rebel couldn't have
come a moment sooner, as the
Wu faithful were growing antsy to see the main act.
The homegrown act North
Star started things off with

little enthusiasm and energy. on the stage while rapping, "I
Appearing nervous to be on don't wanna be underground,
stage, one member mumbled that's where a casket goes."
lyrics while the other took the
Reassuring us that InspecP. Diddy approach and sung tah Deck was on his way, the
along with every fifth word. final opening act, BurntMD,
Thankfully, they would have made his way to the stage,
the chance to come back and starting out with an a capella
redeem themselves.
free-style.
The Bangor product ComAfter a couple tracks, Burnfort Food followed, and with tMD ended the set with the
the help of a local following club-thumping "Bang Out,"
they drew some life back into setting the tone for the rugged
Curva. Also a duo, Cal Carter Wu legend.
dropped the lines while J.O.
After finishing up his verse
worked the beats — or at least on "Wu-Tang Clan Ain't Nuttried to, as a few technical hin to F--- With," the crowd
difficulties from their "2,000- erupted, chanting the moneyyear-old beat machine" caused making mantra, "Cash rules
a quick lull.
everything around me," which
After realizing a song called set off another Wu classic,
"All By Myself" might not be "C.R.E.A.M."
the best choice for the club,
After more of the group's
Carter turned to more uptempo greatest tracks, including the
songs like "Get On My Level" hard-hitting "Triumph," the
and "Summer Jams."
Rebel took a moment to reLike North Star, Comfort member the lost giants of hipFood knew very well who ev- hop.
eryone was there to see, and
With the Wu-Tang tentacles
often resorted to the Wu-Tang stretching throughout rap's hischant to get the crowd fired tory, there's no shortage of legup.
ends that Inspectah has worked
Colby Stiltz came on next,
providing much-needed energy
See Wu on B3

Pandemic InfluenzaLessons from the Past
and Present
Stodder Hall Room 57
1 p.m.
Beyond Blame, Shame
and Guilt
Student Forum
DPC 100
3:30 p.m.
Disappearing languages: Will yours be next?
Arthur St. John Hill Auditorium, Engineering &
Science Research Center
7 p.m.
Percussion Ensemble
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
$7, free w/ MaineCard
Wednesday, April 20
Helicobacter pyloriGood bug or Bad bug
Buchanan Alumni House,
McIntire Room
3 p.m.
Healthy High 5/10K
Student Recreation and
Fitness Center
4:20 p.m.
$5 for students, $10 for
community
Kickin' Flicks:"No
Strings Attached"
Collins Center for the Arts
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 21
Art @ Noon Gallery Talk
University of Maine Museum of Art, 40 Harlow
St., Bangor
12 p.m.

Curva Ultra Lounge hosted performances by Maine artists and Inspectah Deck of Wu Tang Clan Friday
night.
By Jesse Scardina

Blood Drive
Student Recreation and
Fitness Center
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

See Bowling on B2
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Wu Tang legend headlines show with local openers

Tuesday, April 19

Opera Workshop
Minsky Recital Hall
12 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Paranoia and Policy:
Reading Popular Fiction
as Bioethics
Weiss Room, The Maples
4 p.m.
Chicken Wing Eating
Contest
North Pod, Memorial
Union
7 p.m.
$2 to compete, $1 to try
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Jazz Ensemble
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
$7, free w/ MaineCard
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Bret Michaels sings to an overjoyed audience at the Collins Center
for the Arts. Michaels, an avid supporter of the U.S. Armed Forces,
showed his support by singing "Something To Believe In."

B2
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Lean night of DIY hardcore in Orono
Keith Anderson Community House plays host to a slew of local bands for moshing and music
By Derrick Rossignol
Staff Writer
Head banging and distorted guitars
were abound Friday at the Keith Anderson House in Orono as it played
host to several local hardcore bands
for a loud night, not for the faint of
heart.
The upstairs of the Keith Anderson
House is nicely finished, sporting red
velvet curtains, which hung in stark
contrast to the intensity of the music
that night. The building looks like a
typical, old house from the outside
— the only sign that something extreme was happening inside was the
loud drumming audible from the end
of the street.
Six local bands represented the area's hardcore scene and played short
3-to-5-song sets: Legend Has It, No
Future, Northern Lungs, Sufferer, Deliver Us and Go Time.
Like any hardcore show, there

were plenty of gauged ears and other good balance that prevented the loud going to shows and wanted to give
body piercings to be seen, along with music from overwhelming the ear.
putting one together a shot.
a crowd of people seemingly losing
This was the first show for Deliver
"I'm getting into event planning,"
their minds. Audience members had to Us and like the other bands that played, he said. "I've done weddings and I
spend nearly as much time watching the they brought a brooding and heavy helped with [KahBang Music & Art
bands play as looking out for their own intensity that got the intimate crowd Festival] last year."
well-being — many people were danc- interested. During a fierce moment in
Michaud said he wants to get peoing, knocking into each other and flail- one band's set, a few people rushed ple out to hardcore shows and wipe
ing around
the singer away the bad stigma that goes with
like tribesand helped them. He invites everybody to try it at
"I like seeing the people marchmen poshim scream least once and says it's not the scary
sessed by
the
cho- experience some people may think it
ing around and growling."
dark spirits
rus while is.
— but that
jumping up
Michaud hopes to help put on a few
Ryan Hill and down.
is proper
shows a month at various venues in
Lead singer of Deliver Us
etiquette at
One of the Bangor-Brewer area.
this type of
the bands
The night was chem-free to promote
event.
played
a another larger show, Skate Against
"I like seeing the people marching cover of Bon Jovi's "It's My Life," Drugs 2011. The all-ages event is
around and growling," said Ryan Hill, which was far heavier than the song's free and will feature the major label
singer of Deliver Us.
original incarnation, and the audience punk band Hit The Lights, as well as
He said the wood floors give the rallied around it.
Legend Has It and more than 10 other
room good acoustics. While hardcore
Danny Michaud, a University of bands. It all goes down at the Bangor
music might seem like a raging mess Maine student and the event's orga- Skate Park on May 7, starting at 11
to some people, the sound did have a nizer, said that he has always enjoyed a.m. and going for most of the day.

Sexting private
parts can lead
to broken hearts
Column
With the huge rise in
texting
and social
media over
the last
decade, it
comes as
no surprise that
The Sexpert the trends
By Sarah
would have
Hinman
an impact
on our
sexuality.
Picture messages and
Skyping have made it easy for
people to send nude pictures
or videos to each other and
stay connected when they
are apart. Technology has
also made it easy to instantly
send these pictures to mass
amounts of people or upload
them online.
Should you be sending sexy pictures, videos or
messages to your partner or
should you keep it to yourself
and not risk potential public
humiliation?
If you are sexting your
steady partner, there needs to
be enough trust and comfort
to know that they will not
share these pictures with
anybody. There should be a
conversation early on in the
relationship about it, but my
hope is that the person you are
dating is decent enough that
they wouldn't do that to you.
If this is the case, then sexting is a great way to enhance
your sexual connection. You
can send each other sexual
text messages and naked or
very revealing pictures as a
way to get your partner excited for activities to come. It
can also be a way for couples
in long-distance relationships
to stay connected. Skyping
is great for this because you

are able to see your partner,
making the distance seem less
daunting.
Sexting can also
be used as a way to entice
someone into hooking up
with you. You may exchange
topless or pant-less pictures to
show the other person "what
you've got." This is a more
risky use of sexting. If you
have not yet established a true
connection with this person,
there may not be that same
trust or loyalty that you would
have with a steady partner.
You have no way of knowing
whether or not this person is
showing your intimate texts
and pictures to their friends
and even family.
I know what you might be
thinking: "Oh, this person is
different. They won't show
anyone."
Listen up, people: the cold
hard fact is that guys like to
show off the nude pictures
girls send them as a bragging
right to their friends; and
girls show each other penis
pictures, they get because
let's face it, penis pictures are
funny.
If you're just a hook-up,
this person will probably
have no qualms showing their
friends the sexual pictures
and text messages you are
sending them. Don't be that
person. I would strongly
recommend you do not send
any nude pictures to someone
you have only recently met
or are getting to know. Wait
until a solid relationship has
been built and trust has been
established before sending
pictures to anyone. You just
never know.
Finally, there can be an
even darker side to sexting,
especially among younger
kids. People are using sexSee Sex on B3

Graduate
to a new
class of
fashion
Column

With only three weeks
separating
seniors
from graduation, it's
time to
start thinking about
the real
world and
Trend Watch
getting big
By Macey Hall
girl jobs
— scary,
I know.
The days where we can
throw on some sweats — as
if you should do that anyways — and grab lunch in
the Memorial Union are over.
Many of us are going to be
sweating it out in our entrylevel jobs, and worrying about
nailing that "business-casual"
look. I'm dedicating my last
column ever to dressing the
modern woman for the postcollege, professional world.
Despite common misperceptions,"professional"
doesn't have to mean stuffy.
There are countless options
to keep your office wear fun,
trendy and fashion forward,
while still being presentable.
A necessity for anyone
female college grad is a black
pencil skirt — the basis for
any adult outfit. Make sure
you find one that fits you like
a glove, because you will be
Paul Perkins •Staff Photographer getting lots of wear out of that
Bret Michaels, lead singer of the band Poison, performs in his solo tour at Collins Center for the Arts
one skirt. Pair your skirt with
Thursday evening.
a silky top and black blazer
for a modern take on the suit.
tes Association. His daughter "Every Rose Has Its Thorn."
This is one of my favorite
is diagnosed with diabetes and He got a minute into the song corporate looks, because it
Michaels recently appeared on when he stopped strumming, is presentable and neat. Still,
"The Celebrity Apprentice" to jokingly saying "at least you with a black skirt and blazer,
He made his dramatic en- raise money for the ADA.
know we're really playing."
you can get away with a fun
trance looking like the egotisMichaels also drew the
The reason he false-started silk top' with prints, ruffles
tical, washed-up former rock crowd's attention to a camera- the song was to ask the crowd and other applique designs.
star he is, trying to recapture man who had been lurking be- to pull out their cellphones Make sure the neckline falls
his glory days. Michaels wore hind the band throughout most and wave them in the air, an no more than a few inches
jeans that were both too tight of the show. He explained he idea he drew from the opening below your collarbone and
and too bedazzled for a man was filming bits of the concert band,"Toxin."
reveals no cleavage.
his age and a T-shirt with his for a new TV show he is workThis moment of spontaneity
If you want to forgo the
own face on it.
ing on. He gave few details was a great way to modernize blazer, pair your pencil skirt
But as the show went on, about it other than it would air the 20-year-old song, replac- with a tucked-in, classic butMichaels humanized himself on VH1 and CMT sometime in ing the thousands of lighters ton-up shirt. To keep this look
and proved to the audience 2012.
Michaels must have seen over fresh, turn up the back of your
that he is not the same wild
Before one song, he asked the years with something more collar, so the edges stick up
rock star he used to be. He the crowd to get their hands in relevant and accessible to his ever so slightly, and pair with
gave miniature monologues the air and get excited for the contemporary audience.
it with a skinny belt. Roll up
between each song that cre- camera. Michaels said he freArena rock may be cheesy your sleeves and wear some
ated a minor gap in the conti- quently sends snippets of his or outdated for some, but Bret fabulous jewelry so you will
nuity and flow of the set, but shows to American soldiers Michaels is a true showman at still look youthful, yet profesalso revealed a little of "Bret who are overseas so they can heart and made his set thor- sional.
Michaels, the person" to the know what he is up to and en- oughly enjoyable for everyAnother option for your
crowd.
joy some of his live music.
body there. Near the show's pencil skirt is to pair it with
During one of these talks,
One of the definitive high- end, Michaels proclaimed, something unexpected, like a
he announced one of the lights of the set was near the "See you next year!"
chambray shirt. When tucked
acoustic guitars used on stage end when Michaels grabbed
If he follows through, based in, it still looks office approwould be auctioned off after an acoustic guitar from off- on the reaction, he will likely priate. Your skirt should fall
the concert, with the proceeds stage and began playing ar- see many of the same faces in at the top of the knee caps, or
to benefit the American Diabe- guably Poison's biggest song the crowd.
an inch or two above it, but no
shorter. It should not be too
tight, since the goal is to look
skinny, cylindrical pins are so of depopulation, patrons just classy and professional.
dainty that upon contact they are not hitting the lanes like
The best thing about a
seem ready to disintegrate — they used to. The dramatic plain black pencil skirt is that
as if they are desperate to be closure of local late night hot since you can pair it with so
are small and light enough that put out of their misery.
spot The Dime has meant in- much, you can wear it often
a full-grown man could probThe shabby mystique of creased trouble for business. without looking like an outfitably huck one as effortlessly Old Town Bowling Center was The stream of college students repeater.
as he would a softball. The present not only in its aesthetic looking for an affordable, recA great blazer polishes any
charm. The pin-setting mecha- reational way to pre-game be- drab outfit and tops off your
nism sometimes knocked fore their night on the town is look. You'll also be able to
down candles before the play- diminishing.
take a blazer from the office
er had the chance to throw the
The Old Town Bowling to a night on the town by
first ball. Confidence in my Center deserves the Univer- throwing it over your LBD or
own bowling prowess has led sity of Maine community's jeans.
me to believe that the slant of support. When considering the
I would invest in a few
the hill, upon which the build- economy along with our geo- different blazers that cover
ing rests, must certainly cause graphic location, it is far too all your bases. You will be
MITI
balls to tend toward the right.
difficult to find places that of- able to wear a black boyfriend
Given the costs, any and all fer cheap, healthy fun at such blazer with anything. Buy
flaws with the alley are at their low prices; thus, it ought to be another one in a neutral color,
worst charming — the sorts of preserved.
like gray, which will pair well
things you put up with for a
To anyone staying around with most items.
couple bucks. Here is looking town for May term or the rest
For the summer months, I
at you, Movie Magic Cinema of the summer, take note that love linen materials in khaki,
in Bangor.
as the College League finishes beige or off-white, because
Unfortunately for the Old with the end of the semester, they feel so fresh and sumTown Bowling Center, the a summer league will soon be mery. Want to jazz up your
condition of its namesake starting. More information can blazer? Put a cool pin on the
city has had a notably nega- be found at Old Town Bowling lapel such as a simple jeweled
tive effect on business. With Center's Facebook page.
applique or crystal flower.
the town experiencing factory
Oh, and word from the This is a subtle touch which
closures and a certain level wise: aim left.
keeps your office wear classy.
If your office is a little
more relaxed on the dress
code, then lucky you. Dresses
are a great option for offices
that require you to look nice,
but not super professional.
Pair a bright colored dress
with a basic blazer for a great
year-round look. If your job
is in a creative field, like

Michaels

from BI

Bowling
from Bl
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MOVIE REVIEW:
'Scream 4'

WSW

B3

CD REVIEW:
Three new releases

Not much has changed with these bloodbath slashers Captain Hollow, Foam Castles and The Milkman's Union

TELOS EP

By Kegan Zema
Style Editor

Dimension Films

By Nicole Begley

fects don't live up to his repu"I'm back."
Friends of her niece, Jill, tation. Then again, that could
For The Maine Campus
played by Emma Roberts, are be the draw for these kinds of
Horror movies have a set of being killed. Deputy Dewey movies.
Excuse the pun, but the actunwritten rules. For example, Riley from the previous movif the character is home alone, ies, played by David Arquette, ing in this movie is not horrific.
they should not open the door is now a lieutenant and is mar- Campbell is wearing a per— but they always will. The ried to retired journalist Gale petually scared face during the
same goes for answering the Weathers — coincidentally whole movie, but that makes
played by Arquette's estranged sense. Cox and Arquette have
phone.
But with "Scream 4," as the wife, Courtney Cox. Together, excellent chemistry, which
tagline proclaims, it's a "new they are hot on the trail of the could have something to do with
murderer.
that fact that they're married in
decade, new rules."
As far as "new decade, new real life — although, as of last
The movie opens with a
couple of girls watching "Stab rules" goes, the movie keeps fall, they were separated.
Roberts and the actors who
7," the horror movie franchise the spirit of its prequels alive
invented for the "Scream" to the point where it becomes play her friends are the weak
movies. The girls are home redundant. The plot is not very links. Nothing they say or do is
alone and are visited by "Ghost exciting. It's a typical, bloody believable — their screams are
Face," the killer from the first horror movie anyone can pick mostly unconvincing. It's easy
three movies — needless to up on, even if they come in to blame Kevin Williamson's
halfway through. It's mostly script as it is an archetypal
say, they are all killed.
Cut to daytime with a shot predictable, though there is a slasher, but he's written for
of peaceful Main Street. It is 10 nice twist that slasher flick lov- "Dawson's Creek," "The Vampire Diaries" and the rest of the
years after the last set of Wood- ers may enjoy.
The movie is a bloodbath, "Scream" series.
sboro murders and sole surviOverall, the movie is avervor Sidney Prescott, played by with almost every character
Neve Campbell, has returned to kicking the bucket. The ef- age, even by horror movie stanher hometown for the last stop fects are kind of ridiculous, but dards. There is nothing special
on her book tour — on the an- they provide good comic relief. about it, but it isn't dreadful,
niversary of the murders. Not The bar is set high with the so- either.
long after her arrival, she is called master of horror, Wes
Grade: C
sent a message from the killer: Craven, at the helm, but the ef-

Sex
from B2
ting as a way of bullying and
humiliation. Girls are sending
pictures to guys, who then
send them to everyone in
school or post them online.
A number of children have
committed suicide because
they were so badly humiliated and bullied by a sexting
incident gone wrong. There is
also the legal issue of someone over the age of 18 being
in possession of nude photos
of minors, even if they are

rhythmless "Hero Island Short"
closes this collection, your
brain has been thoroughly fried
— until you start it over and
it's back to smiles and dance
moves.
The Milkman's Union —"Telos
EP"

"Horticulture
Opener
Friends" has to be about smoking that magic herb, otherwise
the rest of the EP doesn't make
much sense. The two-and-ahalf-minute opener turns up
the funk and provides a happygo-lucky intro to the following
Captain Hollow — "Captain three tracks which are more
spacey, but just as slinky.
Hollow EP"
Soon after, a cutesy choir
This EP was a long time sings, "The music of your
coming but well worth the wait choice," as the arpeggiated
— especially if more is on the bassline, distorted drums and
way as their bandcamp page synths create bubbling indiesuggests. Frantic, melodic and electro chili. Then we're "Walkfull of grit, Captain Hollow fol- ing Through the Desert," where
low in the tradition of'90s, pre- rhythmic loops are as abundant
Hot-Topic-commoditized emo. as sand dunes and the footprints
There's enough post-rock edge of MGMT have yet to be swept
away by the wind.
to keep things interesting.
A voice repeats. "I think that
Crunchy, trebley guitars use
mostly staccato attacks to make you're a mirage" but here, as
themselves heard, but the ag- on the whole EP, vocals never
gressive drumming is the glue dominate the song — they are
that holds everything together. just one piece in an intricate,
Ryan Higgins' vocals are fuzzy sonic puzzle. No matter how
and expressive with distant many times you listen through,
screams occasionally filling out you notice new noises or lines
the sound. The bass is distort- you missed the first time.
By the time the starkly
ed and EQed enough to avoid

Ladies beware: Once you
hear Henry Jamison's voice
you're going to want him in
your bedroom serenading you
to sleep every single night.
The stripped-down acoustic
material on this release of The
Milkman's Union is a showcase of songwriting beauty. The
folk guitar and vocal melodies
intertwine in the most delicate
ways — from Jamison's bottomless growl on "Sailor Boy"
to his wispy romantic musings
on "Lover's Tree."
But as aesthetically pleasing as the slow dance between
Jamison and his guitar is, it's
his lyrics that really make you
teary. "These days are clementines / sticky fruit with easy
rinds / some of them are going
bad / but most of them are fine,"
he sings on "Somnambulists
(Remind Me)," perfectly capturing the entire human experience in a singular fruit.
The whole EP is poetry in
motion — the next-best thing
to having Jamison as your personal troubadour.
For an added bonus, check
out their just-released collaboration with Aly Spaltro a.k.a.
Lady Lamb the Beekeeper — a
gorgeous country-fried ballad
called "Texas Hold Me."

least an unwritten rule. If this
is the case, invest in a comfortable basic black pump in
either plain or patent leather.
Comfort is the most important
thing because you will be
logging lots of hours in your
heels. Save your double- or
triple-platform heels for the
after-work drinks.
I love heeled booties in
the winter time in leather
or suede. For the summer
months, strappy sandals are
acceptable, as long as the
straps are fairly wide and the
shoes still look professional.
If you're questioning whether
your heels are office-appropriate, then they probably aren't.
Make sure you can comfortably walk in your heels
— tripping in front of your
boss and cubicle mates
would be pretty embarrassing. For your commute to and
from work, or if your office

allows them, buy a pair of
basic black flats. For a more
modern look, switch them out
for nude flats in the spring
and summer months. Other
options are driving moccasins,
loafers and oxfords, which are
chic and add dimension to any
outfit.
Thinking about dressing for the real world can
be scary, but also fun. I've
waited for the days when I
can look like a sophisticated
adult riding the subway en
route to my big-girl job. A
good rule of office dressing is
to take note of how others are
dressed when you go for your
interview or first few days.
Observe the other women and
take cue from the existing
dress code they're following.
I hope lots of Black Bears
conquer the corporate world
someday while still looking
fabulous.

Trend

Wu
from B
with. Paying his respects to the
late Guru of Gangstarr, Inspectah Deck dropped his verse
from "Above the Clouds," off
their '98 album "Moment of
Truth."
The homage continued
with another fallen star remembered, as Big Pun's "Tres
Leches" rumbled out of the
speakers and Rebel recited his
verse from Big Pun's best album,"captial Punishment."
However, you can't have
a Wu-Tang show without the
spirit of the 01' Dirty Bastard.
It's hard to believe the filthy
one is gone, seeing as he lives
on at every Wu-Tang concert
I've been to. In memory of
his fallen comrade, Inspectah
Deck had the crowd sing along
to ODB's "Brooklyn Zoo."
Deciding to switch it up at
the end, Inspectah invited each
opening act back on the stage
for a giant free-style session.
Perhaps it was because of being in the presence of a legend,
but all of the openers spit their
best verse while on stage with
the Rebel.
"It was our fourth time putting on a show at Curva," said
Matthew Brady, owner of Legal Entertainment. "I'm from
Scarborough, so I enjoy putting shows on in Maine and
we've built a good clientele
with Curva."
"We're trying to have more
shows in general," said Curva's
general manager, Kory Tib-

It's uncommon that three
Maine bands will release material within two weeks of each
other — it's even more rare that
all three EPs are spectacular in
their own distinct way.
Portlanders Foam Castles
and The Milkman's Union,
along with Bangor / Portland
transplants Captain Hollow set
their work out on their respective bandcamp pages — all for
free or pay what you want — in
late March and early April.
Each release probably deserves its own full review, but
with the semester coming to a
close, here's a quick rundown
of all the excitement, presented
in the order it hit the Internet.

sounding like a bass at all.
The cohesion of each quirky
part comes together to form
something much greater than
the sum of its parts. It's not hard
to hear the influence of Anthony Bitetti of Good Kids Sprouting Horns, who recorded the
EP and fleshed out some of the
parts, but the high energy alone
is enough to set Captain Hollow
apart from the crowd.

from B2
fashion, music or art, bright
dresses are a must.
I recently emailed Emily
Schuman of lifestyle blog
Cupcakes and Cashmere
for her advice on interview
outfits. She recommended a
bright colored or patterned
dress under a blazer, which
shows off how trendy you are.
She also suggested picking
one current trend and making
that the centerpiece of your
outfit.
I love her suggestions for
creative pieces, where you
want to showcase how stylish
you are. As always, make sure
your dress is an appropriate
length and reveals no cleavage.
Many offices require women to wear heels — or it's at

Foam Castles — "Come Over
to My Houses"

breaking news• e-mail alerts • classifieds
All at

mainecampus.com

Jay Preston •
P otograp er
Inspectah Deck of Wu Tang Clan made his first trip ever to Maine
for a performance at Curva Ultra Lounge.
betts. "We're still at the begin- still enjoyed the show.
ning stages of doing [shows],
"It was kind of a small
but our sound system is already crowd — the show wasn't
designed for hip-hop, so that's advertised enough," he said.
why it's primarily that."
"Everyone here had a blast,
With a crowd of 238, Tib- though. The crowd was really
betts said the small gathering into the show."

in a relationship with this
person. Some 19-year-olds
have gone to jail for having
pictures of 17-year-olds who
they were dating.
One of the worst things,
though — and in my opinion the most violating act
of sexting gone wrong — is
when someone secretly films
sex and shares that video with
their friends. It isn't just the
sleazeballs who are doing
it either. I have been shown
videos taken by friends of
people having sex, and these
were good guys. I even knew
of a guy who had his friends

Skyped into his hook-up and
the girl didn't know. Even the
seemingly nicest guys can do
the dumbest, meanest things.
How can it be avoided? If
you are having sex with someone, make sure there isn't
an open laptop, web cam or
camera that is pointed towards
the bed. That is a big red flag
that you are being taped.
Just be aware of who
you're sexting and whether or
not you can really trust this
person, because the last thing
you want is your mom "liking" a naked photo of you on
Facebook.
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Track and field competes at UNH NFL Draft sure to
15 first-place finishes for UMaine men and women at Wildcat Invitational
be interesting sight
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor
The University of Maine track and field
team traveled to the University of New
Hampshire Saturday along with two other schools to participate in the 2011 UNH
Wildcat Invitational.
Along with Bowdoin College and ColbySawyer College, UMaine visited the Granite
State for their fourth track meet of the season.
The men's team fared well with six firstplace finishes in a variety of events, including senior Trevor England in the triple jump
topping out at 13.73-meters, and both the
4x100 and 4x400 meter relay. UMaine finished the 4x100 with a time of 43.96, with
sophomore August Ibeklio, freshman Frank
Del Duca, sophomore Paul Kelley and England running the four legs. In the 4x400, the
Black Bears finished in 3:28.72 with junior
Zachary Jordan, freshman Nathaniel Meade,
sophomore Daniel Roukey and two-sport
start, senior Dominic Cusano.
Other men's winners included sophomore Taylor Phillips in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase; sophomore James Reed in the
110-meter hurdles; Ibeklio in the 100-meter
dash; and sophomore James Reed in the 200meter dash.
On the women's side, the Black Bears
placed first in nine events, headlined by
last week's America East Conference Performer of the Week, junior Jesse Labreck's
first place finish in the triple jump, the 100meter dash and the 4x100 meter relay, along
with freshman Jessica McCarthy,sophomore
Cearha Miller and junior Jillian O'Brien.
Other winners were senior Tanya Simard
in the javelin throw, freshman Allison Fereshetian in the 100 and 400-meter hurdles,
junior Jennifer Lucy in the 1,500-meter,
Jacquelyn Blanchard •The Maine Campus Miller in the 400-meter dash and sophoSenior -13 England anchored the men's 4x100 meter relay Saturday against Colby-Sawmores Mary Fagan and Shelby Tuttle and
yer College, University of New Hampshire and Bowdoin College at the University of New freshmen Lauren Roush and McCarthy in
Hampshire. The Black Bears took the event with a time of 43.96 seconds.
the 4x400 meter.

File photo
Mark Nemec and the rest of the men's hockey team will take their talent off the ice and to the softball field when they take on the Orono
and University of Maine Police in the annual softball game fundraiser April 23.

LaBree Apartments

Lockout looms over rookie occasion
Column
If this year's NFL lockout
and labor
disputes have
any deadline to seize
argument and
compromise,
it will have
to be before
the 2011 NFL
Draft, which is
By Liam Nee
set to be held
April 28-30
at the Radio City Music Hall in
New York City.
The NFL Draft has served
as the league's most common
source of player recruitment
since the league's first draft in
1936, and with the upcoming
season in jeopardy, this year's
draft is looking more and more
like a bust.
At this point, the only thing
written in stone is that, regardless of how the lockout stalemate ends, there will be a draft
—without question, it will be an
odd one.
Generally around this time
of year, the league's market
buzzes with trades involving
players and draft pick spots, but
because of the lockout and labor
disputes, everything is frozen
and pending a federal judge's
decision regarding lifting the
lockout in favor of the players'
request.
Even with the possibility of
no paycheck for next year, there
was a record of 56 underclassmen who declined their remaining NCAA eligibility and
entered the draft.
A lockout would leave all
these players jobless, whether or
not they are successfully selected
by a team or put in the free agent
pool. But with the opportunity
of still getting professionally
signed, most aren't willing to
pass that up.
Some have rumored that,
in light of protest, top 10 picks
would skip the part where they
walk on stage to shake Commissioner Roger Goodell's hand. I
could never see this happening.
III was a college standout who's
worked hard enough to get to
this point,I would be running up
on stage as fast as possible and
giving Goodell a bear hug.
Filling out a mock draft this
year has been a total nightmare
— considering that each team's
motives are still up in the air.
The draft is typically used as a
franchise's focal point that decides the team's direction, hopefully for the foreseeable future.
Some teams need to focus on
rebuilding their foundation while
others need immediate results,
and the teams that can do this the
most efficiently are those who
are contenders each year.
If there is no season next
year, it throws every team's
cycle off. While it may end up
producing an extremely levelplaying field, front offices will
be forced to pick blindly in this
year's draft.
Here are the first 10 names
Commissioner Roger Goodell

MLB
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boasts his own 3-0 record and
a 2.75 ERA. Six combined
wins out of those two guys has
this team feeling good about
co-leading this division. But
will they subside with Kansas
City?
I don't think so, not as
early at least. Whether or not
they're a playoff team is debatable, but they are, without
a doubt, a team that can make
noise late into September and
could challenge for the division crown.
Travis Hafner and Asdrubal
Cabrera have done the heavy
lifting for the Tribe on offense
this year. If they expect to
continue building on their win
count, they need to squeeze
production from other areas
of that lineup. Matt LaPorta
and Shin-Soo Choo are
veteran hitters, and their bats
can come around soon. The
reemergence of center fielder
Grady Sizemore, who hit a
home run in his first game
back from significant time off,
could also bolster this anemic

will call on stage:
1. Carolina Panthers - Cam
Newton,Quarterback,Auburn
Risky pick, but the 2011
Heisman winner is best in class.
Carolina needs a better quarterback than Jimmy Clausen and
Matt Moore.
2. Denver Broncos - Marcell
Dareus, Defensive Tackle,
Alabama
The draft's best defensive
player will help the league's
second-worst run defense.
3. Buffalo Bills - Von Miller,
Linebacker,Texas A&M
Quarterback is everyone's
first assumption for Buffalo, but I
think they go defense with Ryan
Fitzpatrick in good standing as
the team's starting signal caller.
4. Cincinnati Bengals - Blaine
Gabbert,Quarterback,Missouri
Carson Palmer's tenure in
Cincinnati is nearly over, making
it a perfect chance for the Bengals to grab an above-average
replacement.
5. Arizona Cardinals - A.J.
Green,Wide Receiver, Georgia
With the loss of Anquan
Boldin in 2010, the Cardinals'
Larry Fitzgerald had his worst
season in four years. With the addition of a new counterpart like
Green, Fitzgerald could return as
one of the league's best.
6. Cleveland Browns - Patrick
Peterson, Cornerback,LSU
Peterson and Browns'cornerback Joe Haden will combine for
one of the league's most lethal
duos for years to come, helping
the overall defense of the team
immensely.
7. San Francisco 49ers - Nick
Fairley, Defensive Tackle,
Auburn
Earlier this year, Fairley was
supposed to be No. 1, but after
an average NFL Combine showing, he's dropped in value — a
risk for sure, but a steal for the
49ers.
8. Tennessee Titans - Robert
Quinn,Defensive End,North
Carolina
He didn't play in 2010 due to
a year-long suspension, but the
Titans could use help on defense
and with the addition of Quinn,
Peyton Manning won't be looking forward to Monday mornings
after divisional games against
Tennessee.
9. Dallas Cowboys - Tyron
Smith,Offensive Tackle, USC
Smith is a perfect fit for Dallas who needs immediate help in
offensive protection. Tony Romo
will gladly thank the organization for this pick.
10. Washington Redskins
- Julio Jones, Wide Receiver,
Alabama
This pick will add diversity
to a passing offense that relies
heavily on tight end Chris Cooley.
lineup.
Both of these clubs will get
cracks at each other, starting
on Monday with a four-game
set in Kansas City. Not many
expected that a late April
series in Kansas City would
be must-see baseball, but this
is the case. Both are young
clubs, maxing out the production from their young players
right now. That isn't a bad
thing: That sort of mindset can
really make a group of guys
believe in winning, but the excitement needs to be slightly
curbed.
At best, one of these teams
will have a chance at the
playoffs. It looks like that
team will be Cleveland, but
even this will be a tough sell.
It could be an interesting
dynamic this year, especially
if Detroit, Chicago, and Minnesota continue to struggle
for consistency. An early leg
up on the competition could
reach a tipping point this
week.
This four-game series will
give the winner the confidence
needed to turn the hot start in
April into legitimate contention in September.
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Age, youth, inconsistency keep these point guards from upper echelon
Column
In this group of point guards
— none of
whom I consider the top five
in the league
— there are a
combined five
NBA Championships, two
Finals MVPs,
two regular
By Jesse
season MVPs,
Scardina
17 All-Star appearances and
11 All-NBA honors, and none
of those include Washington
Wizards rookie John Wall, who
has the potential to have the best
career of this bunch.
10. Chancey Billups, New York
Knicks
"Mt Big Shot" has had as
fascinating a career as anyone
on this list. Originally drafted in
the lottery by the Boston Celtics,
Billups was traded to the Toronto Raptors midway through
the season, and quite frankly, if
it weren't for Rajon Rondo,the
Celtics would still be regretting
that decision — Ron Burgundy
style.
Since then, Billups has man-

aged an extremely successful
career, highlighted by his Finals
MVP honor in 2004 with the Detroit Pistons. After being traded
to the Denver Nuggets, Billups
immediately brought success to
the Rocky Mountains, matching
the most regular season wins
in Denver's history and lifting
them to the Western Conference
Finals for the first time since
1985.
Billups now has the chance to
stick it to the team that originally
drafted him,facing the Celtics in
the first round with his new team
and their on-the-fly version of
the Big Three.
Although his numbers have
improved since joining the fastpaced Knicks, it can be contributed to their uptempo style,
as his shooting numbers have
suffered. Nonetheless, Billups is
the No. 1 factor for the Knicks in
the playoffs, providing experience in that realm unlike anyone
else on the team.
9. Steve Nash,Phoenix Suns
One of the tougher calls in
creating this list was where to
put Nash. Historically, he's going down as possibly the greatest
point guard in the past decade,
with all due respect to Jason
Kidd.

The one downfall with Nash
is, at 37, he can't do this forever
— at least I doubt it. He's putting up numbers that compare to
his back-to-back MVP seasons,
once again leading the league in
assists with over 11 per game.
Besides his age, the other
thing that relegates him is his
lack of defense. Never known
as a defensive stopper, Nash
and his run-and-gun Suns were
able to outscore most of their
opponents. Now, with their
team almost gutted, even Nash's
miracles weren't enough to lift
the Suns to the playoffs.
Nash still has one triumph
he's striving to achieve — an
NBA championship. He's not
one to ask out of the rebuilding Suns, so Nash fans need to
pray that the brass in Phoenix do
what's right and trade the future
Hall of Famer to a championship
contender. If that happens and
Nash finds his way to, say, the
Miami Heat or Oklahoma City
Thunder, then there's certainly
one more trick up the ageless
wonder's sleeve.
8. Tony Parker,San Antonio
Spurs
Despite being the only one on
this list with multiple championships, Parker has slipped into

Great Danes
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gle by senior right fielder Kristine
Bill.
"I put it right where I wanted
it. She just got the end [of the bat]
on it," sophomore pitcher Beth
Spoehr said. "That was disappointing because I wanted to keep
it within one run."
Schweiger went five innings,
allowing four hits and striking out
five. Freshman Brittany MacFawn
came on in relief and pitched two
hitless innings.
"I don't think [the Albany
pitchers] did anything [to confuse us]," assistant coach Linnea
Utecht said. "I don't think we
came out aggressive to hit. There
wasn't one thing they did that was
anything we haven't seen before.
We need to be more aggressive at
the plate."
Spoehr went all seven innings
on the mound,allowing three runs
on eight hits with four strike outs.
"I wasn't disappointed in the

obscurity for some mysterious
reason. His statistics have never
been eye-popping, but he does
share the floor with one of the
10 greatest players ever in Tim
Duncan and one of the most explosive scorers in the last decade
in Manu Ginobili.
The thing that doesn't go unnoticed with the greatest Frenchborn basketball player ever is
his playoff expertise. Parker
has seen his scoring numbers
increase in the playoffs from his
regular season totals in every
year but one. After torching the
Cleveland Cavaliers in the 2007
Finals with 24.5 points per game
on 57 percent shooting and
57 percent from three, Parker
became the first European-born
player to win the Finals MVP.
7. John Wall, Washington
Wizards
This is one of the most difficult choices, as there's a very
small sampling of what Wall has
done and a lot of this ranking
rests on his potential. Blessed
with athleticism only two or
three other players possess, Wall
would have been Rookie of the
Year if it weren't for the Blake
Griffin Show.
He missed more games
than he'd have liked in his first

way I pitched, but I think our bats
didn't help," Spoehr said."I think
our team needs to learn to shut a
team down more and not let them
hang with us like that. [Albany]
got a hold of it — they were ready
to swing. Anything close to what
they wanted they were swinging
at."
The Black Bears dug themselves a hole at the beginning of
the second game, getting down
two runs after the top of the first.
UMaine took one run back in
the next half inning after a successful double steal plated Eberhardt.
After a scoreless second for
both teams, the Black Bears tied
things up in the third off an RBIdouble by senior third baseman
Terren Hall.
The Great Danes took the lead
moments later, after stringing together three straight hits including
a two-RBI single by sophomore
catcher Kylie Apostolina, who
later scored on a wild pitch.
It appeared the Great Danes
were going to pull away after add-

Haley Johnston • Asst. Photo Editor
Junior Nathan Eldridge spars with another student during the
eighth annual University of Maine Martial Arts Competition.
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tation there was a demonstration
from the Tai Kwon Doe class
and once I found out it was offered, I knew it was something I
wanted to do."
Fourth-year mechanical engineering and technology student Nick Sebasteanski, is also
Tai Kwon Doe enthusiast and
has years of martial arts experience prior to joining the University's club — and has the scars
to prove it.
"I've been doing Tai Kwon
Do for three years. Before that
I did seven years of karate, a
year of boxing and a year of Ju
Jitsu," Sebasteanski said. "I got
in shape, to tell you the truth. I
was in a full-contact event when
I studied abroad in England and
got my jaw dislocated. It doesn't
pop anymore."
Having set up shop on the indoor soccer floor in the Rec Center, three demonstrations were
happening at once with friends
and family watching from seats
and curious onlookers stopping
for a peek on the track.
While it appeared to be no
more than a hobby for some of
the competitors, learning martial arts had a legitimate meaning for others.
"I wanted a little more control [over myself]," said Payden
Maddocks, a third year studio
art student and member of the
UMaine Shotokan Club. "I got

caught in a situation where I
had to defend myself and I did
so pretty well, but I still didn't
feel entirely confident that I
was mentally present. I wanted
to get informed about how my
body works and how to use it in
those situations."
As with most forms of martial arts, peace of mind is important. It is rarely used to start
fights, but rather to maintain
control of the mind and body
and know what to do if faced
with the need for self-defense.
"I feel more confident since
joining the club," said Kari
Walker,President ofthe UMaine
Shotokan Club. "I really like
the [Shotokan] style. Our form
isn't big on fighting; it's big on
self-defense. We fight to end the
battle, not just to fight."
Walker went on to mention
the added benefit of joining the
club — the people in it.
"I met my boyfriend in the
club," Walker said. "Before I
never had interest in it. It took
him six months to convince me
to go and now I hate missing it.
I've met so many people that I
call friends."
The UMaine Shotokan Club
looks to continue to grow as it
gains more familiarity.
"It's been nice since we've
moved it to the Rec Center. It's
excellent exposure," Walker
said."We got a lot of emails last
year after the tournament from
people interested in the club."
Haley Johnston contributed
to this report.
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6. Rajon Rondo,Boston Celtics
Rondo is the most fascinating
point guard on this list — a classic player who puts so much on
the table, but takes a lot off with
his extremely poor shooting and
moodiness.

At the same time, I don't
know if this Celtics team could
win with anyone else at point
guard. The best passer in the
game,Rondo is the definition of
a floor general, especially when
you need to lead four future Hall
of Famers.
His blessings are also his
curses. His giant hands are great
for passing, but he suffers for
them at the charity stripe. He has
as good an ability to get to the
paint as Rose or Westbrook, but
he can't capitalize when he's put
on the line, shooting under 60
percent this season.
In addition, Rondo has been
in a funk since the trade of his
best friend, Kendrick Perkins.
In March and April, Rondo's
points per game, assists per
game,rebounds per game and
shooting percentage significantly
dropped, raising the question of
whether the trade is affecting
Rondo the most.
If Rondo can get a resemblance of a shooting touch and
some consistency to match his
unparalleled passing and defense, he could be one of the top
two point guards in the league.
If not, then he'll always be
the guy who brought some great
bean dip to the party, but ate all
the chips.

ing two more runs in the fifth inning, but the Black Bears battled
back to keep the deficit at two
runs after they connected on five
hits for three runs in the bottom of
the fifth inning.
After a scoreless sixth, the
Black Bears had one last chance
to tie the score, doing so with two
outs in the bottom of the seventh.
After a single by freshman designated hitter Meghan McLain,
sophomore first baseman Hilary
Kane doubled, scoring McLain.
After freshman Stef Martinek
came on to pinch runner for Kane,
sophomore catcher Jenny MacDowell plated Martinek to tie the
score. Unfortunately the Black
Bears left MacDowell stranded at
third as the game went into extra
innings.
Things unraveled for UMaine
in the top of the eighth. The Black
Bears let up five runs on four hits
and two errors, amassing too big
a deficit to come back from, as
the Great Danes took Saturday's
finale, 12-7.
After the series finale was

moved from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. due
to rain, the Black Bears jumped
out to an early lead before falling silent and allowing the Great
Danes back into the game.
McLain got things going in the
second with a double, eventually
scoring off a single by junior second baseman Bryrme Davis.
The Great Danes brought the
score even again in the next inning
after senior shortstop Andrianna
Walraven reached on a single, advanced to second on a wild pitch
and scored on an error by Kane.
The Great Danes manufactured the go-ahead run with some
small ball, as junior fielder Melissa Herndon doubled to lead off
the inning, advanced to third on
a sacrifice bunt and scored on a
ground out by Bergin.
MacFawn pitched another
gem, going all seven innings allowing just a run on three hits
with two strikeouts.
Spoehr also had another fantastic game, allowing two runs
with only one of them earned on
seven hits and no walks.

Baseball

nings from sophomore pitcher
Jeffrey Gibbs, freshman Shaun
Coughlin came on and pitched
two innings of perfect baseball to
secure the 5-1 win.
The Hawks managed to get
the best of the Black Bears in the
series finale, upsetting the Black
Bears 4-1.
After getting down early,
thanks to a solo shot by Martin,
the Hawks got the bats going after getting no-hit through the first
three innings by UMaine junior
A.J. Bazdanes. Hartford took the
lead in the fourth, highlighted by
a two RBI-double by junior right
fielder Chris Suchy.
The Black Bears had a chance
to retake the lead in the top of the
sixth, but with two outs, freshman third baseman Alex Calbick
popped out to center field,leaving
the bases loaded.
The Black Bears would only
record two hits in the final three
innings as the Hawks tacked on
two more runs to seal a 4-1 victory.
The Black Bears open their
home season up Tuesday against
Colby College before hosting the
University of Albany over the
weekend. The game against Colby is scheduled for 5 p.m.

from B6

File photo
Junior shortstop Michael Fransoso displayed his power in the threegame sweep over the University of Hartford, blasting two home
runs during Saturday's doubleheader.

After two hitless innings for
the Black Bears,senior right fielder Joey Martin got things started
in the top of the fourth with a
bunt-single, eventually reaching
third after stealing second and advancing on a sacrifice grounder by
freshman catcher Fran Whitten.
Martin scored in the next at bat
after junior first baseman Justin
Leisenheimer hit a sacrifice fly.
The Black Bears continued to
showcase their power as a solo
shot by freshman second baseman
Michael Connolly stretched their
lead to 3-0.
The Black Bears would make
it 4-0 in the next inning with another solo home run, this time by
Ian Leisenheimer. However, the
Hawks would get their first run of
the game to bring the deficit back
to three.
The Black Bears added yet
another insurance run in the top
of the eighth after Justin Leisenheimer doubled down the right
field line to score Martin who
reached base after getting hit by
a pitch.
After getting seven strong in-
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year — 13 to be exact — yet
showed spectacular signs when
he did play. In his sixth game,
Wall posted a triple-double
with six steals, becoming the
third-youngest player to record a
triple-double.
Wall finished his first season
with over 16 points per game
and more than eight assists and
just under two steals per contest.
The only aspect of his game
that needs considerable work is
his 3-point game. However,if
history is any indication, Wall
should pick up that stroke any
day now. In his first season, Wall
made more threes than Derrick
Rose in his first two seasons
and as many as Russell Westbrook in his first, yet with better
percentage. With these uber-athletic point guards, the shooting
stroke seems to be the last thing
they gain. If Wall forms even a
mediocre long distance game,
the rest of the NBA will need to
watch out.
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Track and field
travels to UNH
Black Bears excel in
4-team meet

B4

mainecampus.com

Heat (Sat.)
Baseball (Sat.)
Softball (Sat.)
Bulls (Sat.)
Baseball (Sat.)
Hawks (Sat.)

97 89 76ers
3 1 Hartford
1 3 Albany
104 99 Pacers
5 1 Hartford
103 93 Magic

Softball (Sat.) 7 12 Albany
Grizzlies (Sun.) 101 98 Spurs
Baseball (Sun.) 1 4 Hartford
Hornets (Sun.)109 100 Lakers
Softball (Sun.) 1 2 Albany
Celtics (Sun.) 87 85 Knicks

Point guard
countdown: 10-6
Age, youth, inconsistency
keep these PGs from elite
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Martial arts students compete in Rec Center
8th annual UMaine competition draws over 100 particpants

piNETREE KARAM
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By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor
The reasons forjoining a martial arts club range from self-defense to losing weight, but one
thing was universal for all who
participated in the eighth annual
University of Maine Martial
Arts Competition.
It's just plain fun.
Nearing a decade of hosting
one of the largest martial arts
displays in the state, the UMaine
Shotokan Club is experiencing
a larger following since moving
to the Student Recreation and
Fitness Center.
"It's our third year in the Rec
Center. Prior to that, it was held
in Lengyel Gym," head instructor Rachelle Smith said."We've
grown in size since our first year
12 years ago — it started in a
frat house. We started with one

ring and now we operate with
three. We have about 100 competitors this year in 84 different
events."
Those events included Kata,
the demonstration of their ability; Kumite, actual sparring
with a competitor; and various
weapon exhibitions.
The event on campus welcomed participants of all ages,
separated into groups of under12, 13-17, 18-34 and 35 and
up.
Each winner in their event
moved on to the Grand Champion Tournament, separated into a
group of black belts and a group
of all others, regardless of age.
For the under black belt competition, 17-year-old Kira Lewis from Brunswick Shotokan
won, while 13-year-old Alexis
Schneiderat from Maine Shotokan Karate Association was the

black belt Grand Champion.
"We invite other black belts
from around the area, whether
it be New Hampshire or New
Brunswick, and they bring their
students," Smith said. "We had
so many kids in the under-12
group, we had to split them up
into four smaller groups. It's
good when they come because
our club focuses on Shotokan,
while some of the students come
and demonstrate Kung Fu or Tai
Kwon Doe."
A fan of Tai Kwon Doe.
third-year computer science student Nathan Eldridge picked up
the martial art at the beginning
of the school year.
"I started in the fall and have
always been interested in taking
it up, but I never actually did,"
he said. "During summer orien-

See Karate on B5

Haley Johnston • Asst. Photo Editor
Above: Thomas Smith performs a weapons Kata during the eighth annual University of Maine Martial
Arts Competition held at the Student Recreation and Fitness Center.
Left: Students get ready to perform their style of Kata in front of the judges as part of the University
of Maine Martial Arts Competition Saturday.

Softball feels the sweep
Albany invades Orono and takes 3from Black Bears in weekend series
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Jesse Scardina •Sports Editor
Junior pitcher Ashley Kelley and the Black Bears dropped all three
decisions to the University of Albany in their weekend series.

Bilodeau, Fransoso
lead UM baseball
Black Bears take 2 of 3 from AEC foe Hartford

The University of Maine softball team couldn't
overcome their America East Conference foe, the
University of Albany, as the Great Danes swept the
Black Bears in a three-game weekend series.
Albany improves to 17-18 and 8-1 in conference,
while the Black Bears fall to 16-25 and 6-6 in AEC.
The opening game saw the Black Bear bats
struggle to connect off pitches by junior Brittany
Schwieger, picking up just four hits the entire game.
The first two innings went by without a run, but
the Great Danes threatened in both innings. Albany
made their way to the scoreboard in the top of the
third when junior second baseman Katie Wambold
drove in the first run with an RBI single.
The Great Danes doubled their lead in the next
inning off a solo home run by senior center fielder
Jessica Bergin.
The Black Bears picked up their first hit in the
bottom of the fourth, yet left two runners on base
without picking up a run. UMaine would cut the
deficit in half in the next inning, when junior shortstop Jennifer Eberhardt ripped her fourth home run
of the year.
"I saw a pitch I liked and I drove it," Eberhardt
said.
The Great Danes added an insurance run in the
top of the sixth, when Bergin scored off an RBI-sin-

See Great Danes on BS

By Jesse Scardina

first, as Fransoso led off the inning by getting hit, then scored off a single by junior
center fielder Taylor Lewis. Junior left
In an important America East Confer- fielder Ian Leisenheimer, who was also hit
ence series with the University of Hartford, by a pitch, scored the second run when he
the University of Maine baseball team advanced home on a throwing error by the
grabbed two of three wins over the Hawks. Hawks.
After shutting out the Hawks in the first
The Black Bears improve to 12-20 on
the season and 3-4 in AEC while the Hawks two innings, Bilodeau let up a double to junior second baseman Victor Santana. This
fall to 3-25-1 and 1-5 in conference.
moved freshman
The long ball
third
baseman
was in style over
UMaine @
Hartford
Brian Hunter, who
the weekend, as
Sat. 3-1
reached with a
four Black Bears
Sat. 5-1
Sun. 1-4
walk, up to third.
went yard — inFreshman
left
sophocluding
fielder Mark Sorbora drove Hunter in with
more shortstop Michael Fransoso twice.
For his second straight start,junior pitch- a sacrifice fly.
With only one hit for either team in the
er Keith Bilodeau put the Black Bears team
on his back and threw another gem,allow- next three innings, the Black Bears added
ing one run on two hits with five strikeouts an insurance run in the top of the seventh
in his second complete game victory of the with a home run by Fransoso.
Fransoso picked up where he left off in
season.
The Black Bears needed a strong outing Saturday's finale, leading the game off with
from Bilodeau, as their bats failed to wake a home run, giving the Black Bears the
up in the opener of Saturday's double-head- quick 1-0 lead.
er.
UMaine grabbed the lead early in the
See Baseball on B5
Sports Editor

Upside down AL Central leads early MLB headlines
With the 2011 MLB season
still in its
infancy, two
teams sit atop
the American League
Central at
10-4, and they
aren't the
usual suspects.
By Lucas
Perennial
Thomas
basement tenants Kansas

City Royals and Cleveland
Indians are enjoying an early
season surge, while the Minnesota Twins and Detroit
Tigers dwell in the cellar of
the division. But where will it
land them after 162 games?
Kansas City's story is the
most surprising. The Royals are expected to rise in the
coming years with a strong
core of young pitchers in
the minors. But they apparently didn't get the memo, as
they exploded out of spring
training. You wouldn't find
anybody on this roster you'd

mistake for an MVP or batting
champion. The closest you
will find is right fielder Jeff
Francoeur, who is hitting .327
with two home runs and 11
runs batted in.
Their starters aren't consistently turning in great performances either. The Royals,
though, have shown character
early on, winning several
close games and posting a
winning record, 4-3, through
seven divisional matchups.
The Central has always been
a division susceptible to early
risers like KC because no

team has ever had a stronghold on the division.
The Royals are a great
underdog story right now,

rotation that is average at best
and lacking a No. 1 starter.
They have fared well early on,
and have proven to themselves

Kansas City's story is the mostsurprising.
The Royals are expected to rise in the
coming years, but apparently didn't get the
memo,as they exploded out ofspring training.
but they can't be expected to
continue playing at this level
without a clear and present
danger at the plate, a starting

that winning in this division
is a possibility. But by midsummer will the enthusiasm
be tempered? Will the Royals

have quietly and compliantly
slipped back into the fourth
or fifth spot in the divisional
standings?
Cleveland's story is due in
large part to the performance
of two of their starting pitchers. Former Red Sox project
Justin Masterson has been
the AL's best pitcher in this
early season, going 3-0 with
a 1.33 ERA, while averaging
just under seven innings per
start. At the very end of the
rotation sits Josh Tomlin, who

See MLB on B4

